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ABSTRACT 
l 
.. 
Warehousing is an expensive operation, but one·whlch 
" 
. -1 • ' 
· appears to possess greet cost-red.uction potential through 
the use of improved methods and equipment. Although various 
'techniques have been introduced in recent years to reduce 
handling cost~ in these distribution centers, it appears 
that the· benefits of methods .. analysis and work measurement 
have not been realized ·to their fullest extent. No special 
adaptation of a floi-1 process chart appears to be in common 
use for the analysis of merchandise materials handling in 
warehousing. 
Therefore, this paper attempted to accomplish the 
following primary and secondary goals: 
1. To develop an analytical technique, or Materials 
Handling Profile, to facilitate the understanding and compar-
ison of warehouse merchandise distribution systems. 
2. To test the tecr1nique by analyzing the distribution 
system of a grocery warehouse. 
The primary goal was presented in the main text. The 
procedures used in designing and applying the Profile were 
described. This was followed by the definition of terms 
used on the Profile. In using the Profile, a segment of a 
distribution system was analyzed into the elements, or steps, 
required to perform that segment. Following each element 
were indicated respectively: 
. ' 
.. 
,. 
'l ' ). 
( 
\ 
\ 
·-I -• 
. ~ '\ . 
-~. 
. . . 
+ 
... ~ ' .. 
-':'. 
1. · The symbol describing the tnre or element. 
. . 
2 •. The Class of Activity, or measure of the necessity 
· ...... 
··~and desirability, of the element. 
- ···i • 
3. An indexed chart indicating the degree of mechaniza-
tion and unitization required to perform.the element 
for the particular operation being analyzed. 
4. The normal, or standard 9 labor time to perform the 
element for every 1000 items moving through the 
segment of the distribution system being enely~ed. 
At the end of the Profile was a swmnary which included. 
the follo,ving: 
I . 
1. The number of each element symbol used on the Profile. 
2. Total labor costs for each class of activity. 
J. Standard labor costs 9 storage costs and equipment 
costs for every 1000 items moved through the system 
segment. 
4. Standard and actual productivity (cases per manhour). 
' 
,}\ 
The design and test of the Materials Handling Prof(_1·e 
were then examined to determine if its use was consistent with 
Materials Handling Principles and if the results obtained from 
the warehouse analysis were meaningful._ 
The Appendix contained an application, or test, of the 
Materials Handling Profile through analysis of the distribution 
system of a grocery warehouse, an appropriate laboratory 
because of the high volume and variability of merchandise 
-
moved through it. 
·-
.- ··------=---=------c·----~-·=----·""·~----,...-;-
., 
'· 
' ' . 
-Information about existing methods, equipment. and 
research relating to merchandise materials handling which 
was obtained through observation and literature search was 
recorded. Materials Handling Profiles for segments composing 
the warehouse distribution systems were then presented along 
with calculations required to construct the Profiles. 
Two distribution systems 9 or general methods for distri-
buting merchandise among trucks bound for supermarkets, existed 
within the particular warehouse studiedo This made it possible 
to analyze and compare the costs of loading these trucks 
manually by individual cases and by unitized loading (seve~sl 
cases loaded simultaneously). 
In addition, the Profile was used to estimate the losses 
resulting from delays and other undesirable elements in these 
systems, as well as the possible cost reductions which could 
result from the installation of certain new methods and 
equipment for unloading merchandise at the warehouse~ select-
ing merchandise for supermarkets, and inspecting the selected 
merchandise. 
Materials handling costs developed through.construction 
of the Profiles were sunnnarized to facilitate comparison of 
the systems described above. 
It was considered that the Materials Handling Profile 
was validated by its application, but that determination of its 
general use as a scientific analysis tool rested with those 
who chose to apply it in other materiafs handling situations. 
r 
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f.RTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop an analysis 
technique which facilitates the understanding and comparison 
of merchandise materials handlihg systems and to test this 
.- ' 
technique in a warehouse of the food indust·z-y. 
·1, 
The topic is a timely one since management is realizing 
more and more that the distribution of merchandise to customers 
ls an expensive operation but one possessing large cost reduc~ 
() 
tion potentialo This expense can be reduced when the time 
to move merchandise through a warehouse can be stiortened 
through better handling methods. 
Automation ls helping to reduce manpower requirements, 
usually the costliest factor in warehousing. The benefits 
of automation, however 9 must be economically justified before 
they can be embraced as the "cure~allw for warehousing cost 
1 problems. 
In some instances the cost of warehousing for certain 
products has been entirely eliminated through the use of 
. •Piggy back" shipments and containerizationo The former 
consist of shipping full trailer loads of merchandise ·by 
railroad to a location near the retail outlet. A truck 
A 
tractor then takes the loaded trailer from the railroad 
1 Robert G. Zilly, Warehousin~ - A R·evolution in the 
Making, ''I,,lodern Materials Handling, XIV, Number 3 (Mar4h, 
1959), pp. 78-90. t 
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tlatcar directly to the retail outlet. In containerization, 
large quantities of merchandise are placed within some form 
r a ( 
of container which can be position~d·on a flat~bed truck so 
,) 
that the ·truck becomes in effect a warehouse on wheels. 
In many industries 9 however, the need for warehouses 
will c_ontinue throughout the foreseeable future!) and it . 
appears that these distribution centers i~ill become increas~ 
ingly mechaniz_§d. 2 Attempts will continue to be made to 
reduce the two largest warehouse costs; inventory costs ot 
goods stored and labor. Electronic data processing is 
beginning to focus attention on a new philosophy which 
questions the need to maintain an expensive "cushion8 against 
surges in demand for goodso In recent years the greatest 
emphasis for cost reduction as been on labor savings~ with 
managements becoming increasingly aware of the value of 
production standards and improvements developed through 
methods analysis and time study.3 
This paper presents an analysis technique celled a 
Materials Handling Profile which is designed to facilitate 
the understanding and comparison of merchandise materials 
handling systems in order to reduce costs. The particular 
industry investigated to test the technique was the chain 
rood industry. It is becoming increasingly important for / 
2. Ar~t11ur Spinanger, "Mechanized Warehousing of Case Goods,D The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Paper Number 6Q .... i;Jll=·95 (I\Joven1ber 9 1960) 1 IJo 60 
3 ni,Jhere to Fir1d sa~vir1gs in~ \~larehoµsing, Carloading, and Shipping!)" fvlodern r~laterials ~andling 9 XV, Number l (January, 1960), pp. 100~102. 
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the large chains to reduce their handling costs since the 
independent· food retailers are becoming stronger. The latter' 
possess an advantage in flexibility of operation not always 
enjoyed by the large chains., and can now buy at prices as low 
as the chains by common purchasing and warehousing. 
Savings in handling appear to be a major avenue for 
· further cost reduction in, .chain store qperat ions. To meet 
the competition offered by the independent retailers~ chain 
stores seek to reduce distribution costs. Because of the 
high volume of merchandise movement 9 minor improvements can 
potentially effect large savings.4 The Agricultural Marketing 
Service of the Department of Agricultur·e estimates that if 
the time required to perform the handling operations for one 
case of groceries from the warehouse to the display shelf 
were to be reduced one minute~ an annual savings of $160 
million would be realized on the total of 5 billion cases of 
"drytt grocery products moved through warehouses to the retail 
st~ore, • .5 
I 
The chain store warehouse distribution system is char-
acterized by the following conditions which make it an 
appropriate laboratory for analyzing materials handling 
problems: 
1. A very large volume of merchandise moved through the 
warehouse per day. 
4 George Carr~ •The Palletized Supermarket - Kroger 
Storess Detroltt Michiganw (October, 1960). 
5 !iandj_.lr1.g_ Gr2.~ .... e.1~.i~~,., t:£ .. Q~~, ~?22~.h.2.g~~ ~~-°- Retail Store Shelves, 
United States Department of Agriculture !l Marke ting Research 
Report Noo 473 (Washington» 1961) » p. 4. -,, 
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2. An inventory consisting of a large variety ot 
different items., some:times n'1DJ.bering as h.igh as 5,000 
dif:Cerent i terns o 
3. A flow of ~omogeneous shipments (cases basically 
,, 
1 
of the same size) into the warehouse system and the flow of 
heterogeneous shipments out of the warehouse system. 
.. 
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PUBl'OSE 
,· 
The ptirpose or· 'this paper ls to present an analysis 
technique designed to facilitate the understanding and 
• 'I,,, ............ ' 
., 1 
. comparison of merchandise materials handling systems and to 
-~ ......... -
test this technique by analyzing a grocery warehouse distri-
bution system. ". 
In analyzing the flow of materiel, graphic aids have 
proven to be convenient and effective. The flow-process 
chart, for example, uses symbols to present, in an orderly 
pattern, a complex series of events which occur over a wide 
area. This technique has been modlf~~d to cover special 
situations such as man-machine relationships. In the field ~ 
of materials handling of merchandise, however, no such adapta-
tion of a flow process chart appears to be in common use. 
The problem is important enough to warrant a specialized 
~ technique. 
Therefore, this paper has the following primary and 
secondary goals: 
1. To present an analytical technique, called a 
Materials Handling Profile, developed to facilitate the 
understanding and comparison of merche·ndise materials hand-
ling systems. 
. ...... .,. ,. .,-..... 
2. To test the technique by analyzing the distribution 
system in a food warehouse • 
The Materials Handling Profile was designed to assist 
the analyzer in the following ways: 
------·---------.,.__ --------.. -~---·. 
, • --- ----· ---- • _, _____ r_ ____ _____JI ___ --
- ---· # __.. - _...---- - _ __......,__, ,"'- • - • -r - ~ -- ---~ ·-- __ .. __ --------.. -
------.-.--·------- ----------
• I 
~-., 
' ·' 
. 
. 
----·t·-··-~·~--~ ti .at-..- -. ..... lllr:Jl#Es;,J: If wwwos t _ ., -·-- __ _ \~ 
' 
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1. Understanding the handling, or distribution, system. 
\ Each major segment of the system is broken <lawn into its 
elemental componentso Following each element are symbols 
indicating .the type, necessity.,, and desirability of each 
element, the degree to which unitization and mechanization 
are employed in doing itD and the normal, or s~anderd, time 
'required to perform the element. 
·~· 
2. Appraising weaknesses inherent in the system. Elements 
which do not directly involye the movement of merchandise along 
its distribution path are highlighted. Attention is called 
to inconsistencies existing between the time required to 
perform certain elements and the relative desirability and 
necessity of these elements. 
3. Emphasizing potential areas for increased mechaniza-
tion and unitization to reduce costs. 1 This important aspect 
of the Materials Handling Profile is designed to focus atten-
tion on the possibility of new types of equipment and methods 
which should be investigated in attempting to reduce handling 
costs. 
4. Comparing segments of different distribution systems 
using the cost summary on the Profile. 
The secondary purpose of this paper was to teat the 
effectiveness of the Materials Handling Profile by analyzing 
segments of the distribution system of a large grocery ware-
house to determine if the Profile satisfactorily accomplished 
1 Jan1es R., Bright, Automation and ,Management, Harvard University Press, Boston, Mass.~ 19~ p. ·49. 
I 
I 
.. I 
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10 
the above purposes. The following specific goals were also 
established to determine if this Profile analysis presented 
a meaningful cost picture: 
- ------~~j, ·1 
• # 
1. To compare costs be1tween the palletized and non-
palletized systems of distributing merchandise to supermarkets. 
Only costs v1ithin the t-Jarehouse tvere examined; costs incurred 
through transportation to and delivery at the supermarket 
were not determined. 
2. To determine how effectively work sampling 9 e method 
of finding the ratio of delays and elements of work to the 
2 total process time_, by random observa tionsn could be employed 
on the Profile when elements comprising a .:;e1~tain system 
segment did not follow any fixed cycle or pattern. 
3. To determine the extent to which the Profile could 
be used to determine standard productivity and labor 9 storage, 
and equipment costs and to estimate these costs for different 
handling systems requiring the use of new equipment or methods. 
4. To determine how effectively the Profile emphasized 
those savings which could result if losses due to undesirable 
factors could be reduced or eliminated. 
2 Randolph W. Malleck, "Ma~erials Handling," Indu§trial 
Engineering Handbooks H.B. Maynard 9 Editor-in-Chief 1 McGraw-Hill, New York, 1956j pp. 3~63 • 
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LIMITATIONS IMPOSED 
·-The Materials Handling Pr~f~le was designed such that 
only the degrees of mechanization and unitization used in 
performing elements were shown on it. Other environmental 
factors which could effect the time ·to perform elements and 
could not be-~hown directly on the Profile included: 
1. The quality of labor end equipment. 
2. Quality of supervision. 
3. The wage policy and existence of incentives. 
4. The policies and practices of the unions involved. 
5. The nwnber of shift·:s. 
6. Warehouse layout. 
The test of the Profile in this paper was confined to 
merchandise distribution in a gro~ary warehouse. The distri-
bution systems used within the retail food industry are 
complex indeed. In order to facilitate analysis~ the follow-
ing commonly occurring warehouse situations were studied: 
1. The handling of non--perishable 9 or "dry", cased 
merchandise. The handling of drugs, cigarettes, candy, and 
other small items were not included. 
2. Non-conveyorized i-1a1"'ehouse systems. Most chain ware-
houses do not use conveyorized systems other than towlines 
since they lack flexibility, only permitting merchandise to 
flow on a lin1it;ed number of paths .1 
-w:Ji 
1 MetQ.Q,d~ o( Increasinp: Productivitf .!..I! Modern Grocery Warehquses 9 United States lJepartment ofgriculture, Agriculture M~rketlng Servicej Marketing Research Report No. 94 (Washington, 1955) , p • 10. 
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Emphasis was placed upon the analysis of equipment 
used and work method rather then on the analysis of ware-
house layout and other factors affecting warehouse costs • 
• 
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·. q,a PROCEDURE 
~---- --· -- . ------ -
---- ---·-· ---
_, ... , 
· Ill ___ order to develop an analysis technique for merchandise 
materials.handling systems in warehousing$' the operations of 
several warehouses in the food industry were investigated. 
Visits were made to the warehouses of food suppliers 9 whole-
salers, and chain stores; and these provided the primary 
source of information concerning the present state of 
materials handling in t-1arehousing. They also served as a -. ,,. 
basis for the understanding or current warehouse problems 
and provided the foundation for the construction of en 
analysis technique, or Materials Handling Profile, which 
would facilitate the understanding of merchandise materials 
handling systems. 
A literature search was conducted to augment information 
obtained through direct observation. Much of this material 
was obtained from leading warehousemen in the food industry, 
or from pamphlets issued by the Marketing Research Division 
of the u. So Agricultural Service. 
It was assumed that published material is a reflection 
of current problems, and of the "state of the art"e The 
search revealed that very little has been published which 
would indicate that analysis techniques are being developed 
especially for the 11 andling of merchandise in warehouses. 
The most common areas of discussion centered around new 
concepts of case handling, with little information on how 
such concepts would effect all component elements of a 
------·--· - -----·- ---·-··--~- .... ,. _____ ·- -- --------·- - -·-·· ·--- ....... -·-- --·- .~ .... ~.J.--. . ........... - --·-···- ------ -------- ---- - . -·- .. -· ···.·-·•·- ----· -·---··---· ,·· -· .-· __ , ______ --- .............. _ .. ·-· ·-· -·-· ···--··· - - . 
a.: 
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I 
,.,____ . 
• ····-···· ............ . 
\ 
.. -~-----~-
particular company's distribution system. In addition, no 
analysis techniques were observed which either presented a 
consistent cost appraisal of elements of certain warehouse 
handling system~, or provided a profile for visualizing how 
such systems operate. Difficulties were experienced in 
relating published articles to one another as well as to_ 
present practiceo This would seem to indicate that no 
general analysis technique exists, or that if one does~ it 
is not in common use. Thus there appeared to be a need for 
an analysis technique, or a Materials Handling Profile, 
which would facilitate the understanding and comparison of 
merchandise materials handling systems. 
Information obtained through observation of retail 
food merchandise warehouses and the literature search was 
recorded so that the present state of materials handling in 
warehousing could be understood and to provide a foundation 
for designing the Materials Handling Profile. Such knowl-
edge was also used in constructing the elements for the 
Profile. These elements constituted a "breakdown" of the 
entire handling process involved in the distribution of 
merchandise from the time a case was unloaded from a boxcar 
or truck until it was reloaded into a trailer enroute to 
the retail outlet. They were chosen on the premise that 
basic patterns or sequences of elements exist in any distri-
- bution system for retail food warehousing regardless of 
such tac.tors as equipment, methods, and plant layout. 
• • • - ~ II 
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Using these elements es a frameworkJ a Materials Handling 
. Profile chart was designed which incorporated the previously 
mentioned features found to be lacking in existing analysis 
. -
techniques. These included a visual profile index for 
indicating the degrees of mechanization and unitization 
employed in performing an element end a breakdot·Jn of/·iabor 
. ' costs into categories of class of activity which indicate 
the relative desirability and necessity of each element. ~ 
Symbols shown on the Profile were defined so that consistent 
work measurements, costs, and elemental descriptions could 
-------- ----- ----- -- ------ --- -b-e made' for segments of the system being analyzed. 
Profiles were completed using work measur~emants and 
other data acquired at a large food chain warehouse, here-
after called Warehouse Ao For sake of comparison, Profiles 
were constructed for certain system segments involving methods 
and equipment not currently in use in the warehouse if elemen-
tal data were available. These attempted to illustrate how 
the Profile might emphasize cost reductions through increased 
l / \ . ,,-· ./ 
mechanization and unitization. 
Definitions for each element were written and were 
based upon methods suggested by management so that consistent 
time measurements could be made. 
The class of activity and the degrees of mechanization 
and unitizationjlf any, used while performing the element 
were then indicated. 
Next, work measurements were made by stop watch to 
determine the normal, or standard, time required to perform 
. 
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each element. The studies were made on several different 
workers judged to be working ate normal pace and using 
• 
16 
proper methods. The number of res.dings :taken varied accord-
~t ing to the variability of the observed time -required to 
/:) 
perform the element. Ave~ages, or frequencies, of these 
times were used to obtain a best estimate of the time 
required to perform the element o 1 The per :~ent occurrence 
of elements used in certain forklift operations was obtained 
from a Work Sampling Survey made by warehouse personnel • 
The standards, or expected, tin1e required to perform certain 
commUI1ication., control, and other .highly variable elements ., 
of infrequent occurrence was obtained from members of ware-
house managemento Unnecessary delay elements, or personal 
delays, were not timed. 
Calculations were then made to determine standard labor 
time to perfo~ each element and total labor~ storager end 
equipment costs for every 1000 cases of merchandise moved 
through the particul.ar system segment being analyzed. It 
was necessary to use average unit~ boxcar, and truck load 
sizes~ as well as an average case weight because of their 
variability in all segments of the distribution pro~ess. 
These data were obtained by averaging various records and 
statistics made available at the warehouse • 
Finally, standard labor~ times ·and c.osts plus actual 
productivity figures of Warehouse A were used in computing 
1 ~Jallace Jo Richardsons, "Use of Elementary Statistics cl,, 
to Analyze. Materials~Handling Problems~" The ~merica.n Societ~ ' 
of Mechanical Engineers~ Paper Number 58-A~291 (Septemberjl9 8) • 
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labor coats by class or activity • 
..... '"tr·• 
After the Profiles of the different system .segments 
composing the t·larehouse "A" distribution system were analyzed, 
these results were examined to determine the extent to which 
they satisfied the purposes originally set forth. 
ti 
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THE MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
This section describes and defines terms used on the 
- ' 1 Materials Handling Profile. In using the Prot'ile (see 
illustration next page) a segment of a distribution system 
is analyzed into the elements, or steps, required to perform 
that segment. Following each element are indicated 
respectively: 
Q 1. The symbol describing the type of element. 
2. The class of activity, or measure of necessitJ and 
desirability, of the element. 
3. An indexed chart indicating the degree of mechaniza-
tion and unitization required to perform the element for the 
particular operation being analyzed. 
_4. The normal, or standard, labor time to perform the 
element for every 1000 items moving through the segment of 
the distribution system being analyzed. 
At the end of the Profile 19 s s.ummary which includes 
the following: 
' 
1. The number of each element symbol~used on the Profile. 
2. Total labor costs for each class of activity. 
3. Standard labor costs, storage costs, and equipment 
costs for every 1000 items moved through the system segment. 
4. Standard and actual productivity (cases per manhour). 
Explanations and definitions of terms used on the Profile· 
are now presented as they appear on the following illustration. 
1 James Ro Bright, Automation and Management, Harvard University Press (Boston, 1958), p.ti9. · 
t 
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MATERIALS HANDLING PROPILI 19 
sJ;tem Segment: Order selection area to loading dock via hand-truck hooked on towlineo 
Method: Load is ptllled to the shipping' area -via overhead towline. 
and ls n1anually tmhooked and positioned on e loading dock by a pullerc 
Assumptions~· 1 o 31 cases per hand truck loedo 
Element S:y111 els hb hpd mpd red ad pad 
act SC le J_u u mu ctr ~ 
lo Load to shippinf • i·-1J.,1 A u r~,I ) 
~ / area / 2, Wait for loads D C I to arrive V - I r(' Jo Search for ME B I desired loed ' I 
I 4e Obtain desired OM A M\ u load I I 
I 
5o ~~ I To location on .MM A p loading dock 
I 
I 6. Reposition ob- OM B 11 V structing loads 
I 
I 7, Position load OM A M~  u ~ 8. Empty equipment ME B ~M 
to order selec-
tion area 
S1mnnar1 Total 
No. 
for 
MM 
ME 
OM 
OE 
D 
of elements 
each symbol 
2 Q,D 
2 I 1 
3 cs· 
TS 
1 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (sec.per 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2050 per hour) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases Labor costs by (Includes towline and handtruck) 
class of activity Total cos'c-labor 9 storage ,equipment 
Stand@rd productivity (cases per manhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
Sec. per 
1000 cases 
151001 
903 
97 
451 
161 
193 
151001 
1805 
27] 
2076 
81.44 
.70 
.78 
$2092 
1730 
1640 
1 Not included in total~ stnce done automatically by towline. 
Fig. 1 
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A. ~eading. The heading consists of a statement 
_________________ describing the 9ystem segment 9 the method used end asswn.p .. 
tions necessary to construct the Profile model. 
--
1. System segment CD A brief statement of the segment, 
or part~ of the overall materials handling system 
being analyzed. 
2. Method - A brief statement or the general method 
used to accomplish work within the system segment. 
J. Assumptions - Any statements required to construct 
the Profile model and which ere necessary to 
compute standard times for each element. 
B. Element. Listed under the "Element" .Jolumn are ell 
the elements composing a system segment~ listed in the order 
performed. 
According to Mundel, 1 time study elements ere used to 
break down a job into steps to facilitate_ timing, comparison 
of the times with the times from other jobs, evaluation of 
the data 9 and for the development of synthesized standards. 
Elements are chosen on the p!nerr.1.ise that basic~ patterns 
of sequences of elements exist in any distribution system 
for retail food warehousing regardless of equipment, methodsg 
plant layout, and so forth. In one system 9 certain elements 
may be eliminated or bear a greater ~ime per case than in_ 
another. 
Elements are selected in accordance with the following 
1 Marvin E. Mundel, Motion and·Time Studr, Prentice-Hell, 
Englewood Cliffs 9 No J.P 19~7 9 Po 321: 
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requirements as suggested by Munde1: 2 
1. Easily detected and definite end point. 
2. As unified as possible. The elements consist ot 
either one motion or a unified group of motions. 
In certain instances different types of motions ere 
contained in one element when the element possesses 
a high degree of variability in terms of time~ 
requi1~ed to accomplish it. An example of such en 
element is "receive assignment for unloading." 
J. Highly variable elements in terms of length of 
time for the element to be performed ere separated 
from relatively constant elements. 
4. Regularly and irregularly cccurring elements (such 
as major delays) are separated. 
c. Element symbol. Entered after each element under the 
column "Syrn" is the symbol for each element. The folloi1ing 
ere definitions of symbols proposed for merchandise materials 
handling:3,4 
1. Movement with merchandise (MM) - A substantial 
change in the location of merchandise. 
2. Movement without merchandise (ME) - A change in the 
location of man and/or device without merchandise 
being moved. 
2 Marvin Eo Mundel, Motion and Time Study, Prentice-Hall, 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1957, P·• 322. 
3 Ib 1 d , p • 5 3 • 
4 H.B. Maynard, Industrial Engi~eering Handbook, McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1956, pp. 2-1·9.· -
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~peration with merchandise (OM) - Something done to 
• 1111 If 
the merchandise at essentially one location. 
4. Operation without merchandise (OE) - Something done 
at essentially one location end not directly 
involving merchandise. 
5. Delay (D )_ - Element occurring when conditions do 
not permit irmnediete performance of the next planned 
action and es such is not a desirable constituent of 
. 'l 
the system being analyzedo Delays for personal 
reasons ar~.included in the standard time shown at J /' 
. / 
the bottom of the Materials tla11dling Profile. 
Major delays are shown on the profile to focus 
attention on them and the type of equipment sitting 
idle. 
6. Quantity determination (QD) - A special form of 
operation involving the determination and verification 
of the quantity or products present. 
7. Inspection (I) - A special form of operation involv-
ing the comparison of an attri but~ of a product 1,~1i th 
;-. 
a standard, or verifying that the correct items are 
present. 
8. Controlled storage (CS) - Storage of a product 
under controls such that a requisition or receipting 
is needed to withdraw it. 
9. Temporary storage (TS) - The storage of a product 
under conditions such that it may be moved or with-
drawn from storage without a requisition or direct 
permission. 
., 
.. 
. . . 
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D'~ Element Class of Activi·ty. Entered under the 
column "els act" is the class of activity of the element, 
a subjective aid to analysis which indicates the necessity 
and desirability of the element in terms of the e~tent to 
which it contributes to the moven1ent of merchandise through 
the warehouse distribution system. The following three 
classes of activity ere used on the Profile: 
\ 
1. Class "A" activity ... Activity t~Jhich is considered 
to be necessary and desirable in terms of rapidly 
moving merchandise through the warehouse distri-
bution system. 
2. Class "B" activity - Activity which is considered 
to be a necessary part of the particular system 
being analyzed but is not desirable in terms of 
moving merchandise rapidly through the warehouse. 
This includes control and connnunication elements 
and delays considered to be necessary. 
3. Class "C" activity - Activity which is considered 
to be neither a necessary nor desirable part of the 
system being analyzed. All known, and considered 
unnecessary 9 delay elements which can be shown on 
the P~ofile and other unknown factors causing a 
decrease in productivity per manhour from standard 
are considered to be Class "C" activities. 
\. 
It is assumed that there is an opportunity cost associated 
with elements of Class "B" or "C" activity in which no merchan-
dise is involved or the flow of merchandise through the distri-
bution system is being detained. 
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The 111ecbanization and un /'tiz!!!i.o,I?; pro~~e · 
next six 
'---.......... 
columns to the right of the class of activity ~ 
column are an index9 or., a grapl1ic preser1tation 9 of the 
·aegrees of mechanization and unitization used in accomplish-
ing an element. After e-ae,h element involving labor or 
machine performance~ en "M" is entered under the column 
describing the degree of mechanization used in accomplishing 
that elemento Similarlys after each element involving the 
actual handling of merchandise 9 a "U" is entered under the 
column describing the degree of unitization used in perform-
ing that element. 
At the very top of each column is the abbreviated 
degree of mechanization. Under each of these is ttie abbre-
viated degree of unitization. Thus, a mechanization profile 
is superimposed on a unitizetion profile. 
It is assumed that the degrees of mechanization increase 
from left to right in terms of the ability of a device to 
reduce, or eliminate, human effort and control. Similarly, 
the degrees of unitization increase from left to right in 
terms of the size of load movedo 
The following are definitions of 
mechanization and unitization: 
The ~egrees of mechanization 
degrees of 
1. Hand and Body (hb) - no effort~saving device used 
in performing the element. 
2. Hand powered device (hpd) - mechanism which derives 
its power from human effort only. 
.. 
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Examples: 
r . , 
' . l ' . 
I 
_;~ 
,r•·, 
Two-wheel handtruck (seldom used in chain 
store warehouses), four-wheel handtruck, manual· 
Pallet -jack. 
3. Machine powered device (direct control) (mpd) -
. . ' ; ~ ' ' 
mechanism powered bye motor or engine with human 
control at the location of the mechanism. 
Examples: Towtrector, electric pallet jack, fork-
lift trucks. 
4. Remote-control device (red) - mechanism powered 
bye motor or engine with human control located 
ate distance from the mechanism. 
Example: Remote controlled towtractor. 
5. Automatic device (ad) - mechanism powered bye motor 
or engine which performs in unvarying cycles and 
does not require human control while performing 
its task. 
Example: Perimeter towline, operatorless towtractor 
----. 
(the towtractor follows an electric wire). 
6. Programmed automatic device (pd) - mechanism powered 
by a motor or engine which performs varying actions 
in accordance with preprogrammed control. 
'\. 
Example~ Programmed automatic order selecting devices. 
The degrees 2~ unitization 
( 
) 
1. Single case (sc) - One car·ton of mercli:a,ndise. The 
standard case used for calculating the cost of 
elements in the grocery warehouse analysis weighs 
30 pounds. 
- - • - ---- -- - -·---·
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2. Layer (la) - A group ot· similarly shaped cases 
which ere handled together as e block whose height 
is the height of one case composing the groupo 
· The horizontal dimensions of a layer are usually_ 
the dimensions or· the standard pallet sizes, either · · 
32ff by 40" or 48ft by 40". 
Unit· (u) -". A group of cases wh'.ich ar-e handled- -- I .. · 
together as a full pallet load. 
The following standard unit loads are used for 
calculating the cost of elements end were obtained 
by averaging data of the warehouse analyzed: 
a. Homogeneous unit load (load composed of iden-
tical cases) - Consists of 50 standard cases 
forming a cube whose horizontal dimensions are 
32" by 40" and whose height is 44 inches. 
b. Heterogeneous unit load on a pallet - Consists 
of 30 standard cases forming a cube whose 
horizontal dimensions ere 32" by 40• and whose 
height is 44 inche&o 
c. Heterogeneous load on a handtruck (no pallet) -
. . . 
Consists of 32 standard cases arranged in two 
columns on the handtruck. 
4. One-half unit (~u) - The standard one-hal~ unit load 
consists of one-half the number of standard cases end 
one-half the height of standard unit loads described 
above. 
S. Multiple unit(~) ~ Several unit loads .handled 
.. ' 
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together. The standard multiple unit load consists 
of several standEtrd units., the exact number being 
listed es an assumption on the materials handling 
profile. 
6. Container (ctr) - A large number of cases h~ld 
within some kind of recepticle so that they can 
be handled es a single load. 
• 
F, Seconds per 1000 ces~s. In the lest column the 
observed normal, or standard, time in seconds to accomplish 
an element for every 1000 cases moved through e distribution 
system is entered. In applying the Profile to the warehouse 
. ' . 
analysis, direct time measurements were used to determine 
the normal time to perform an element and this time was then 
calculated on a "seconds per 1000 cases" basis in order to 
obtain a meaningful elemental time (or cost) picture. Since 
these times are used to obtain standard labor, storage and 
equipment costs for every 1000 cases moved through the 
merchandise distribution system, it is important that they 
be presented on the Profile to facilitate calculat~ns of 
these costs. For example, if two men ere used to accomplish 
1 particular system segment as a team, but some elements 
are performed by one man while the other performs other 
elements including delays; all elements performed by both 
men can be sho~1n on the se.1ne profile, but only "Cin1es for 
one man can be added to determine the elapsed time to move 
1000 cases through the system. Times for elements performed 
only by the other man can be indented so that th~y ere not 
. .. 
.• .- ·:.- .. :. ·;,-, :- ·~ .:-=-. -· ·_-·-, 
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'" included in the additi~n. Similar conBiderations must be 
made when, for example, one men works with a machine to 
accomplish a system segment, or an automatic machine is 
used to accomplish part of a system segment. 
28 
G. Profile summar1. 'Jt At the bottom of each Profile is 
a summary which contains the quantity of each element symbol 
f./ .. 
........ f":. . 
used on the Profile end cost calculations which ere explained 
below: 
1. Total - The total or elemental times (seconds per 
1000 cases) which represents the labor time 
required to move 1000 cases through a system 
segment without consideration of personal and 
fatigue allowance. 
·" 
2. 15% personal end fatigue allowance - Time allowed 
for personal affairs and fatigue (seconds per 1000 
cases) which is 15% of the total derived above. 
3. Standard time (sec. per 1000 cases) - The sum of 
the elemental times and the personal and fatigue 
allo1r1ance. 
4. Standard Labor cost per 1000 cases - The product 
of the standard time (converted to hours) and the 
average wage rate. 
5. Storage cost per 1000 cases - This encompasses 
all costs incurred through the storage of merchan-. 
dise in warehouses and includes warehouse rent or .~ 
amortization, maintenace, supervision, insurance, 
damage and other overhead cost,,s involved in warehouse 
, 
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operation. In -applying the Profile, it was assumed 
that storage costs equalled a fixed percentage of 
the retail value of merchandise inventory per month 
Each segment of the distribution segment 
was charged its share of this cost in proportion to 
the standard time required to move 1000 cases through 
it. Using the average retail pric~ of all cases 
moved through a warehouse distribution system, the 
storage cost for 1000 cases per hour was: 
(Average case retail price) X 1000 X 
(monthly lnvento~ percentage) 
30 X 
This was multiplied by the time required to move 
1000 cases through the system segment {converted 
to hours) to obtain the storage cost charged to 
that segment. 
6. Equipment cost per 1000 cases - This cost is also 
based upon the standard time required to move 1000 
cases through the segment being analyzed. This 
time was multiplied by the computed hourly equip-
ment cost for all equipment used in the system 
segment. Hourly costs for equipment used in the 
warehouse analysis are computed in the Appendix. 
7. Total cost-labor 9 storage~ and equipment - This is 
the total of the standard labor, storage, and 
equipment costs per 1000 cases. 
8. Standard productivity (cases per manhour) - Thia 
,. 
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.figure represents the number of cases per man 
moved through e system segment per hour assuming 
work is performed es shown on the Profile at normal 
pace. It is computed by the following formula: 
Standard 
productivity • 
', 
lOOO/(Standard labor hours per man 
to move 1000 cases) 
9. Actual productivity - The actual productivity of 
the warenouse system segment being an,elyzed, shown 
on the Profile to facilitate comparison with the 
standard productivity of the segment. 
, ' 
H. Labor costs !2I, Class of Activl ty. The s11mmary -~. __ . 
labor costs by Class of Activity is computed in the following 
manner: 
1. The Class "A" labor cost is calculated by adding 
the standard labor times of Class "A" elements end 
multiplying this sum (converted to hours) by the 
average wage rate. 
" 2. The Class "B" labor cost is equivalent to the 
difference between the standard labor cost per 1000 
cases and the Class "A" labor cost sinee the 1.5% 
personal and fatigue allowance is also considered 
a Class "B" labor cost. 
. . \ ~ 
3. The Class "c" labor cost is based upon the differ-
ence between standard end actual productivity and 
is computed by the following formula: 
(!.!:I.~_;-~ 9.J?;8 ___ ll~,R§;~=~l:%-~t,e) X 1000 Standard labor 
"C" Labor Cost :; Actual 1.·1arehou.se produc- - cost per 1000 
tivity 1n cases per manhour cases moved 
, · . : · ;: .i~., -~~~JI». · 
. .. 
----------·----------------- - - -- -L-------------~---~--------· -- -------------·. ---···--·----· 
I 
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---------·------------ ···-- ---- ----
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This figure includes both those delay elements 
which are considered unnecessary to the system 
segment being-analyzed end are therefore not 
included in the standard time as well es 
,· 
unknown factors which reduce productivity in 
excess of the 15% personal and fatigue allow-
snce. 
·• 
I· 
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TABULATED RESULTS OF WAREHOUSE A MERCHANDISE MATERIALS HANDLING COSTS DEVELOPED US~NG THE MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
. -- . -- -- -· - - --------- ---- -~~~ --- --·. -----· ------ --- --- - ---- - - -- -- .. 
S.hown .. below are the numerical results of the specific 
goals established in the purpose section of this paper to 
~ be obtained in the process of testing the Materials Handling 
Profile in.analyzing the Warehouse A distribution system. 
These costs ere sunnnarized from the Materials Handling 
Profiles presented in the Appendix and are tabulated here 
to illustrate how the Profile can be used to quantitatively 
determine the least expensive of different handling systems 
or methods. 
The following Profile cost tabulations represent 
those of system segments actually in use in Warehouse A. 
After each Profile description are summaries of labor costs 
by Class of Activity followed by standard labor, storage 
and equipment costs for every 1000 cases moved through the 
system segment. The differences in costs between the 
palletized and non-palletized methods for handling merchan-
dise are swnmarized at the end of this tabulation. 
Labor costs (dollars} Standard labor, Profile by storage, and 
D ...... e... sc....;r;;...;i;;,J;p;;....;t .... 1-.iiiio .... n.__ __ c--il..,f~~~s--.~.~~ .. t:-. ;;;;..;;A~c~~i v:~~ t 81 e.9f ~;ng.rc;~t:E~£~~1,~~ ~ 1 
Receiving merchandise at \·lareh}? ___ ua~~ ! 
Manual unload-
ing of boxcar 
Stocking the order selection area 
Positioning of 
merchandise by 4.06 2.33 .22 6.61 forklift truck 
8.68 .25 .61 9.54 
6.39 .37 1.18 7.94 
.c •• ~-----------'--"·---":-.., ..... --------·-.. _____,_. ...... __ _._~~-·.,_--·#·--·~--···--· ·- •.. .·. 
\. 
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- - ,--- -· .... ---·- -- - ----- ---------- - ------- -
-------- -·------- ----- -
O 
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Profile 
Pescription 
- - ---------- -
-
Labor costs (dollars) 
by 
Class o:f Activitx 
A B C Total abor Storage Equi:e.,~ Total 
Standard labor, 
storag.e, and 
e~uiEment c9.sts (doflars) - ... i..1 I I I I 
I I 
: I ! ! 
\ 
I -~--- .- Selec~ting the ·-superma-rket grocery- order·- I,, ... - ---·, - ----.. --~-
·~-
Palletized 
Non.-.palletized 
11.94 6.06 2066 20.66 
10.61 5.50 3.12 19.23 
18.00 1.06 
16.11 .94 
.06 · 19.12 · 
.05 17.10 
Selecting order to truck lo,ading area via towline {Costa_ assunied to be equal :for palletized and non-
palletized systems) 
Towline pulls 
merchandise 
on hand truck 
Inspection Qf 
Palletized 
Non-palletized 
.51 .93 .oa 1.52 
selected merchandise 
- 3o58 0 73 4.31 
- 2. 76 1014 3.90 
3.58 021 
2.76 .16 
.02 
oOl 
Loadi.ng truck trailer body for shi_~!!!ent to s,u_,12ermarket 
-
Palletized 2o97 lo85 lo06 5088 4e82 0 28 .77 Non-palletized 6008 l O 91 3 0 91 110 90 ·7 099 047 .03 
2.92 
3.81 
2.93 
5.87 
8.49 
Cost differences between Palletized and Non~Ealletized Handling 
S;z:stems (If palletized cost is less~ this is indicated by(-) ) 
-1.78 1.32-3.72 -4.18 -.46 -.02 .76 .28 
Costs of three system segments existing in Warehouse A 
are each summarized and compared below with en alternate 
method in which predetermined times are used to develop costs. 
The first tabulation compares methods of performing the 
system segment of receiving 1nercr1ar1dise using different degrees 
of unitization. The second compares two general methods, of 
\ 
order selection ~sing dirferent degrees of mechanization. 
The last compares two methods of me1'chandise inspectio11 v1hich 
have significant "B" Class or Activity cost differences. In 
all cases "C" Class of Activity labor costs are not shown 
... 
-- -- --·.-------- ... It -- -- -
---- --- ~~----.,--. ~·_'--·· - . 
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. 
since the$e are not included in standard costs and can be 
calculated for existing systems only • 
Standard Costs pe~ lOOQ cases (dollars) 
- - .. 
---- -- .. ---------- ------·--·--·--·--Stand a r~ d Labor Standard Standard Labor, 
Cost by Storage & Storage & Profile 
Description 
Class of .A.:~~ivity Equip. Costs Equip. Costs A E = Total Storage Equip. Total 
R __ ec_e_i~v~i~n~g merchandise at Warehouse! 
M~nual unloading 
of boJcc 01#) (exi s-t;ing) 6 .40 2. 28 8 .68 
Unitized unloading 
.45 (predetermined) .97 1.42 
Savings 
.oa 
Order Selection and Movement of Merchandise to 
Order Selection -
one handtruck 
with pallet 11 .. 94 6.06 18.00 1.06 
To loading area 
via tovJline 
.51 .93 1.44 .10 
Total (existing) 
Remote controlled 
tractor train 
with pallet 
(predetermined) 6.87 4.39 11.26 .66 
Savings 
Inspection of Selected Merchandise 
-
100% case count 
with pallet 
(existing} 
- J • .58 3.5a .21 
30% commodity 
inspection with 
pallet 
{predetermined) 
-
2.52 . 2 • .52 .15 
Savings "t.:. 
.61 9.54 
.19 1.69 
7.85 -- ------
Loading Area 
.06 19.12 
.78 2.92 
.. 
22.04 ... 
1.36 13.28 
8.76 
.02 3.81 
.01 -e.68 
1.13 
., . 
,,.' - •-- ____ .....,. .........., ... _ .. --.:__ . 
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RESULTS 
,; 
_, . 
. , 
-
,1 
·'It is considered that the Materials Handling Profile waa 
-- . ---- - - . 
- --
- -
- - - -
- - - - - - ·-· --- ----- --
- -------·--···· --
validated by its application to the analysis of a grocery 
1 warehouse distribution ~ystem. Malleck defined scientific 
materials handling as "the movement and storage of materials 
at the lowest possible cost through the use of proper methods 
and equipment". Application to the Profile showed that, at 
least in this particular type of handling situation, its 
design was consistent with this endeavor since: 
1. Movement and storage costs are shown on the Profile 
to enable comparison of existing or proposed systems on a 
cost per case basis, a common method of establishing costs 
of a distribution system in the food industry. 
2. The advantages of methods analysis are coupled with 
a mechanization end unitization index designed to emphasize 
areas of potential method and equipment improvement. 
The Profile application to the grocery warehouse analysis 
'y 
was also examined to determine if its use was consistent with 
the following principles of materials handling as listed by 
Malleck: 2 
1. In the analysis of any manufacturing operation, all 
material handling should be eliminated wherever possible. 
1 Randolph W. Malleck, "Materials Handling," Industrial Engineering Handbook, Ho B. Maynard, Editor-in-Chief, ·McGraw-Hill, New York, 1956, p. 2-103, 
2 Ibid, P• 2-104. 
,.,,. _., ,. '. 
1-1, ..• ' • 
ill 
• 
--,----- ·-··-····-----:----:--------·-------------~----------· ..,-------·-........_--!---~· 
-- -~-· .. ·· 
2. Materia-1-handling operations tt.tat cannot be 
. eliminated should be mechanized wherever possible. Thia 
is governed solely by e matter of ec.onomics or sarety .. 
36 
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3. · In preparing any new plant layout or revising an 
existing layout, be sure that every materiel-handling operation 
is properly planned as outlined above in principles l and 2. 
4. Before deciding upon or specifying any particular 
type of mechanical handling equipment to perform an operation, 
be sure to make a complete methods analysis and determine 
the type of equipment best suited and most economical ror 
performing the operation. 
5. Select equipment on the basis of over-all economy 
and versatility. 
6. Be sure that the entire organization understands 
your plan and is sold on it. 
It was considered that use of the Materials Handling 
Profile ·met the requirements described above in the following 
manner; 
1. Eliminating or reducing costs. Times shown on the 
Profile to perform certain elements were much greater than 
had been realized prior to analysis. These areas of high 
cost concentration invited exarnination of the Pro£ile to 
introduce or increase the degree of mechanization and uniti-
zation. For example, Profiles constructed to compare costs 
of unitized unloading of boxcars and loading of truck trailers 
with manual case-by-case loading and unloading showed marked 
reduced handling costs for the former methods. 
( 
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+1:..~ 2. Plant layout. -~--,,,While the P:rofile was speci:f:lcallJ 
designed to determine optimum method and equipment, it was 
considered that use of the technique provided a foundatio~n=-~~~~~ 
for determining the best warehouse layout for selected 
equipment. 
3. Method analysis for .determining and .selecti·ng the 
best suited equipment. In analyzing and comparing the 
palletized and non-palletized methods of merchandise distri-
bution in the warehouse, the resultant costs provided a 
means to determine the most economical method within the 
warehouse on a ~cost per cases moved" basis. This warehouse 
study did not delve into all factors to be considered when 
selecting type and brand of equipment; however, it was felt 
that the mechanization and unitization profile graphically 
emphasized those areas where use of particular types of 
equipment should be investigated. 
4. Presentation of the warehouse analysis. The ware-
house distribution system was analyzed into its component 
elements such that those with a limited knowledge of the 
system could see the degrees of mechanization and unitization 
and the normal time required to perform each element. 
In summary, it was considered that the Materials Handling 
Profile produced results that were meaningful toward under-
standing and comparing merchandise distribution systems. 
-------
$ 
.. 
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CONCLUSIONS • 
Although basic research has been conducted in the food 
-- ------------------ti 
industry to determine optimum equipment and methods of 
different productivity lev~ls, these data do not se~m to 
satisfactorily solve the needs of any one company since 
each has problems peculiar to its own operation. This is 
particularly true when analyzing existing distribution 
systems where the basic warehouse layout is already deter-
mined. It is believed that distributors can benefit from 
making their own work measurement studies and in constructing 
the Mate~ials Handling Profile to discover areas of possible 
cost reductiono That it can be used as a meaningful analysis 
tool in all merchandise materials handling problems must rest 
with those who choose to apply the technique in other materials 
handling situations. 
One factor which appears to be common in food industry 
warehouse operations which impedes work measurement is that 
workers are not machine paced. The speed of work performed, 
and often the exact method used, are often left to the worker. 
In constructing a Materials Handling Profile, it is considered 
desirable that elements for a given segment be performed in 
one order only, and it is imperative that the beginning and 
ending of elements, as defined, can be observed so that 
accu!'iate time measurements can be made. Therefore, the "one 
best method" for performing an operation should be written 
in detail. 
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In the particular warehouse analyzed, labor is the 
greatest single cost factor. It is considered that the 
Profile focuses attention on those labor costs caused by 
·-·- ---~----------~~-------·-·-. . 
non-productive delays and other elements which do not directly 
" ,;.~ 
~ i] .• ,, 
'I; 
:t 
,., 
I 
-
involve the .. movement of merchandise by utilizing element 
symbols and defining labor costs by Class of Activity. 
The degrees of mechanization and unitization indicated 
on the Profile seem to be adequate, at least for the food 
industry, as they encompass the full range of possible devices 
and load sizes which the author can envision. That increased 
unitization and mechanization will reduce costs must be proven 
economically since the cost of the equipment end its installs-
tion and upkeep can offset the savings from reduced labor 
costs. Also the savings effected in one part of e system 
because of increased unitization or mechanization can be out-
weighed by costs incurred in another segmento This relation-
ship t-Jas discovered i-1hen analyzing and co1nparing the palletized 
and non-palletized systems of distributing merchandise in the 
particular warehouse studied. Storage costs must also be 
considered since one system may detain merchandise for a 
greatervperiod of time and cause more damage than another 
system. 
Predetermined times obtained from studies made by the 
Marketing Division of the u. s. Department of Agricul~ure were 
used to compare different handling methods with those in exist-
ence in the warehouse analyzed. While these studies were not 
made in this particular warehouse~ it is considered that the 
- ,, 
,. 
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magnitude of the calculated savings can et least serve es an 
incentive for exploring increased mechanization and unitiza-
tion for every applicable element composing the distribution 
- system. 
Total storage and equipment costs are shown in addition 
to labor costs· on the Profile so that a fair comparison can 
be made between systems or their constituent segmentso In 
this paper it appears that equipment and storage costs ere 
insignificant compared to labor costs. While this is so, 
it must be remembered that the warehouse studied,and grocery 
warehouses in general, have not reached a stage of automation 
enjoyed by some distribution centers of other industries. 
In some highly mechanized warehouses, storage and equipment 
costs could play a more positive role in determining the 
superior systemo At any rate it is felt that the inclusion 
of such costs in the Materials Handling Profile can shed light 
upon the entire cost picture rather than on jt.1st the labor 
phase, and small costs on the Profile can become quite large 
when magnified in propo1~tion to warehouse···produc ti vi ty. 
Work sampling seems to be the only effective way to 
develop standard cost data when the sequence of elements 
or the path of merchandise flow do not remain relatively 
constant. Although attempts were made to employ star;.dard 
forklift time date, the inconsistent path and sequence or 
.forklift work activity prevented this. The possibility of 
using work sampling for measuring the costs of certain irreg-
ular delay elements also exists. However, in this paper 
----- -- .-- -- --- --------·--~-------.. ~ ..... ---------~---. --~ - --- ' ---·-· -- _ ..... ~._~-~ . .a.--·- ......... , .. ---·---- .. ------.. ------ _ ... ---~------------- ---· - --- --··----~--.... -----------·<lo-•-----·- --
\' 
'/'" .. 
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- .. --- ----- - . - - ·---~---- . ' - .i· . -· t-• .. • • "" ' -- • 
direct stop watch time measurements were used whenever 
possible to obtain cost data ror elements. 
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The warehouse analysis in the Append~x indicates that 
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L. 
the Materials Handling Profile can facilitate the understand-
ing end analysis of other merchandise materials handling 
systems so that warehouse costs can be reduced. It is 
believed that the Profile can provide a systematic attack 
toward solving this requirement since it utilizes the advan-
tages of cost analysis along with a visual index for evalu-
ating possible mechanization and unitization improvements • 
. , 
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TOPICS RECOMMENDED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH ,; 
... 
The following areas for further research were high-
--'------------- ,-- -- -- -- - ----~--- ------- -------~ - ·--1 igh t e d as a result of designing and applying the Materials 
Handling Profile: 
1. Examining and then modifying, if necessary, the 
Profile technique in its application to manufacturing processes. 
2. Determining the extent to which the following environ-
mental factors which could not be shown on the Profile affect 
warehouse productivity: 
a. Warehouse layout. 
b. The quality of labor and equipment. 
c. The quality of supervision. 
d. The wage rate end use or incentives. 
e. The policies and practices of the controlling 
unions. 
r. The number of shifts. 
3. Determining 1r· the ratio of labor costs to storage 
and equipment costs for a specific system is meaningful. 
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APPENDIX 
- - . - - - -
An Application of the Materials Handling Profile 
in Analyzing the Merchandise Distribution System 
of a Grocery Warehouse 
• 
,-: . 
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INTRODUCTION TO A DISCUSSION OF 
MERCHANDISE MATERIALS HANDLING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT 
USED OR BEING DEVELOPED FOR GROCERY WAREHOUSES 
.. ----
A, .•• :. ·;-
The following section contains_ a discussion ~f certain 
"· 
merchandise materi_als handling methods an~uipment ge·nerally 
\ 
in use today and being developed to reduce ~i#ribution costs. 
. \,,I 
- ~\ 
The presentation, while primarily following the distribution 
system segments used in moving merchandise from the entrance 
into and departure from Warehouse A, also contains findings 
observed in other merchandise warehouses and obtained through 
e literature search. 
A description of the particular warehouse studied and 
a flow chart showing the segments composing the warehouse 
distribution system precede the discussion to assist in 
visualization of this specific process. The information 
presented was used by the author in designing and testing 
the Materials Handling Profile and is included in this paper 
so that the reader can better understand the current state 
or merchandise materials handling. 
:.-,:: 
·I 
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DESCRIPTION OF WAREHOUSE STUDIED 
While several warehouses were observed, most of the 
-- -------- - -
.. 
·:.-·: ei, : . 
--- . --
'Ti . 
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. ,. 
research done for this paper was conducted at a large food 
chain store warehotise which shall be called Warehouse A. 
Several factors made the warehouse an excellent place to 
analyze the bana1;~g of merchandise. 
1. Merchandise was received from both boxcar and truck 
carriers which made it possible to study two systems of 
,. 
unloading and storing merchandise. 
2. Approximately one-half of the merchandise shipped 
out of the warehouse was palletizedo This made it possible 
} 
to analyze a~d study two systems of selecting and loading 
merchandise ror trailers going to supermarkets. 
3o The high volume of grocery merchandise moved through 
the warehouse facilitated the timing of elements and the 
understanding of merchandise handling. 
4o Many of the methods advocated by the Marketing 
Research Division of the United States Department of Agriculture 
were used in the warehouse. 
The following conditions existed at the warehouse: 
A. PLANT LAYOUT 
\ 
1. Receiving areas 
a. 30 truck receiving docks 9 each of 90 foot depth 
-
(including cushion area) and 10 foot width. 
b. .A railroad 1~eceiv i ng platform of 1000 foot length 
and ·15 foot depth. 
.. 
• , 
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. '' 2. Reserve Storage areas 
a. 
b. 
Area #1 lies adjacent to the railroad receiving 
platform and has an area of 115,000 sqo ft. 
Area #2 lies adjaceht to the truck receiving 
cushion area and has an erea of 45,000 sq. ft. 
Note: Merchandise received can be placed in 
'l 
any area. 
J. Order selection 
a. Total order selection area - 100,000 sq. ft. 
b. Length of order selection aisles (slow moving 
items) - 90 ft. 
c. Width of aisles - 11 ft. 
4. Towline - moving merchandise from order selection 
area to shipping area. 
a. Total length - 2,400 rt. 
5. Shipping area 
a. 40 shipping docks, each of 43 foot depth end 
10 foot width. 
B. THE AVERAGE WAGE RATE for direct labor is $2.50 per hour 
and no incentive plans exist, 
c. THE UNION is considered by management to be average in 
D. 
terms of active support for methods to increase productivity. 
THE ONE STORY WAREHOUSE distributes approximately 28,000 
cases or 840,000 pounds of groceries per shift. -
' ' 
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, 
(Arrows indicate merchandise movement) 
\ 
65~ via truck 
Merchandise sent to warehouse 
from suppliers 
35% via railroad 
(boxcar) 
Truck merchandise 
placed on pallets et 
truck receiving area 
To reserve storage area 
(or order selection 
area if needed) 
by forklift or 
tractor train 
.._., 
Merchandise stored on 
pallets by forklift in 
reserve storage stacks 
J, 
To order selection 
area by forklift 
I 
Merchandisewpositioned 
for order selectors 
J, 
Store orders picked 
by order selectors 
45% of merchandise 
positioned on pallet 
placed on handtruck 
Loaded handtruck 
pulled to ship-
ping area via 
toi1li11e conveyor 
All loaded handtrucks 
c hecl{ed for 
correct number of cases. 
Boxcar merchandise 
placed on pallets et 
railroad receiving area 
55% of merchandise 
placed directly on 
hand truck 
Missing cases are obtained 
Load carried inside 
trailer body on 
pallet by forklift 
Pallet load 
positioned 
in trailer 
To supermarke·t 
equipped to receive 
pallet loads 
• 
Fig. 2 
Load pushed into 
trailer on handtruck 
by tiorker 
Cases manually posi-
tioned in trailer 
by worl{er 
To supermarket - a man 
manually unloads 
cases onto a conveyor 
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A DISCUSSION OF HANDLING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT USED 
OR BEING DEVELOPED FOR,, GROCERY WAREHOUSES 
Receiving merchandise 
The grocery warehouse receiving operation begins when 
merchandise is placed 9 or spottedi at the receiving platform, .. 
of the warehouse by a carrier, usually a truck or boxcar • 
The following receiving methods were used at Warehouse A; 
A. Tru~lr re.9.eivi~l}g -= Approximately 65% of the merchan-
dise received at the warehouse was transported by truck. 
Incoming vehicles were assigned an unloading dock in the 
receiving area. Empty pallets were carried to the unloading 
dock by a stacker, a low mast forklift$ so that cases in the 
truck could be placed upon them. Generally the truck drivers 
placed merchandise on the pallets, thus eliminating the need 
for the warehouse to bear the cost. A small percentage of 
incoming shipments were palletized loads which usually had 
to be broken down into smaller units so that they could be 
handled throughout the warehouse. The loaded pallets were 
removed from the body of the truck by the stacker and posi-
tioned on a train of handtrucks (non-powered, 4-wheel vehicles) 
located on the receiving dock. 
The worker operating the stacker counted the number of 
cases removed from the trailer end verified this count with 
I 
the truck driver after the shipment was unloaded. Any dis-
crepancies between the actual r1un1ber of cases unloaded and 
• ,:I ( I 
the amount indicated on the bill of lading were noted on the 
--~ 
' 
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bill. Claims for damaged merchandise were more easily 
adjusted for truck shipment~ than for rail shipments since 
, . 
damaged merchandise could be sent back to the shipper on 
the same trti6k in which it arrived. 
Control activity such a-s the above quantity determinat.ion 
was considered a part of over-all materials handling cost 
and was therefore included in the Materials Handling Profile 
analysis. 
B. Boxcar receiving - In Warehouse A two employees 
worked as a team to unload boxcars. A stack of pallets was 
placed near the boxcar door on the unloading platform by a 
forklift operator. A pallet was carried into the boxcar on 
an electric pallet jack· and positioned near the cases to 
be placed on the palleto The two men worked together in 
placing the merchandise on the pallet. 
The loaded pellet was then taken out of the boxcar 
and placed on the railroad receiving platform so that a 
forklift operator could move the load to a reserve storage 
area. The pallet jack was used to carry another empty pallet 
into the boxcar. While this was being done 9 the second men 
recorded the number of cases removed from the boxcar on a 
Car Unloading Ticket, indicating any damages observed. 
A substantial delay existed while the second man waited 
for the load to be removed and an empty pallet brought into 
the car. This delay time could have been decreased if the 
second man had started palletizing merchandize on an empty 
pallet instead of waiting. Warehousemen interviewed agreed 
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that productivity per manhour was generally greater when one 
men, rather than twoj unloaded, since there was no waiting 
done by the secor1 1j merio · In some warehouses a two man unload-
ing team is required by union contracts. In Warehouse A e 
two man team was used since the total time to unload boxcars 
had to be minimized to maintain the high level of merchandise 
flow into the warehouse. 
New De~~12£~~~i~ - It is generally agreed that the 
manual unloading of received merchandise onto pallets is an 
operation possessing great cost reduction potential. One 
solution appears to be unitized shipping, where the manu-
facturer ships merchandise to the warehouse in such a way 
that the cases can be removed directly without being handled 
individually. Reduced costs are a result of: 
lo Faste~l::; ha;tdling of merchandise. 
I 
I 
I 
2. Reduced ineight rates due to faster turnover of 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
carrier equipmento 
Fewer unloading docks needed. 
Less dan1age. 
Greater accuracy of ordered cases received. 
1 Greater employee safety. 
The major obstacle holding back the increased use of 
unit load shipments appears to be lack of communications. 
To break this communication barrier several meetings were 
initiated during 1960 by the !GA (Independent Grocers 
.,_ 
1 Arthur Spinanger~ The Procter and Gamble Company, in 
correspondence received on February 28, 1961. 
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Alliance Company) in which important people in the food 
2 industry were brought together to discuss common problems. 
It was agreed that ar:y me·thod used for unitized shipping 
must: 
., 
1. Be able to be accomplished without excessive A 
additional cost to the manufacturer or the 
a1-stri buto~. 
2. Be handled with standard equipment. 
3. Be of benefit from the smallest of the wholesalers 
to the largest of the chains.3 
Methods of unitized shipments suggested consisted of 
four basic forms: 
1. Reusable wooden pallet. 
2. Expendable pallet. 
3. Corregated sheets. 
4. Clamp method {no pallet or cardboard sheet). 
lo Reusable wo2de~ R~llet ~ Shipping on reusable pallets 
is already done by the Hawaiian Pineapple Company since the 
cost of the pallets is less than the savings on handling 
costs on shipments made· across the countryo The warehouse 
then acquires nonreturnable wooden pallets.4 For shorter 
shipments 9 however, the problems of pallet ownership, loss, 
----~--------~ 
2 Irving Mo Footllk 9 "NowooaFood Industry Moves In On 
Standardized Unit Load Shipping 9 " Modern Material Handling, 
XV, Number 10 9 (October, 1960) PPo 24~25o · 
3 Irving Mo Footlik-and Associates, Minutes of Material 
Handling and Warehouse Exploratory Meeting (New York, 
March 24!) 1960) Po Jo 
4 Footliks, HNOWoooFood Industry," pp. 24-25. 
o. 
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~~pair, the quantity in transit or being held for local use, 
optimum pallet size, and return freight rate ere difficult 
to resolve.5 
It was suggested that the truck shippers could ship on 
~ ,?" pallets which could be exchanged for other pallets upon 
arrival at the customeris facility. The customer would indi-
cate on his purchase order if he was mechanized for unit 
handling end if his standard unit load size was either 32~ 
by 40" or 48" by 40~. 6 
A recent proposal would mechanize boxcar unloading by 
equipping a boxcar with racks and placing pallet loads on 
wheeled pallet adapters. In this systemj the loads would 
roll to the car door and be removed automatically. However, 
much of the difficulty in unloading boxcars is due to the 
design of the cars themselves. Efforts are being made to 
develop new cars to meet handling requirements, but accept-
ance is slow since the railroads can't or won 9t invest the 
7 necessary capital. 
2. Expendable pallet - Expendable pallets can also 
be used if the savings in handling costs warrent them. If 
properly designed, this type of pallet will carry heavy 
loads successfullyo Its advantages over reusable wooden 
5 Spinanger, The Po & G. Co., 1961. 
6 Footlil{~ "Ifow a o .Food Industry", pp. 24 .. 25. 
[:) 
7 Zilly, pp. 78-90. 
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pallets include reduced first cost, lower freight charges, 
and the eliminatio~ of repairs resulting from its use. 8 
3. Loads 12..laced. 2-!! ~ cardboard sheet - The .. following 
·ideas have been posed by food manufacturers: 
a. A sheet of corrugated cardboard with a 4 inch lip 
would serve as a base upon which the cases of merchandise 
,, 
. ' ' 
would be placed. The lip would project out from the bottom 
of the loedo A warehouseman using the standard lift truck 
with thin but wide forks could slide under the load, pick 
it up, and place it on the floor or ·pallet. Pullpeck trucks 
could also be used. These trucks have en attachment which 
pushes the load off of the forks. A tape, steel, or rubber 
band must be placed around the top of the load to hold the 
cases in position. Discussions with several warehousemen 
indicated that this method possessed good potential for future 
use.9 
b. A second suggestion was the Welsh Pack which consists 
of e sheet of folded corrugated board such that a base layer 
of cases can be placed between the folds with flaps extending 
out from opposite sides. The main load pattern is then placed 
on top of the base layer so that there is an equal amount of 
overhang on either side of the base. The corrugated sheet 
flap then iies under the overhang of the second layer of 
8 Harold A. Bolz, Materials Handling Handbook, Rona.ld Press Company, New York, 1958, pp. 6-40. 
9 Irving M. Footlik and Associates, Minutes of Materiel Handling and Warehousing Exploratory Meeting (New' York, March 24, 1960), p. 3. ) 
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cartons. Forks are placed under the cardboard flaps and the ; 
entire load can be lifted.lo It was claimed that this method 
could support three thousand pounds of goods but required a 
modification of forklift trucks which would increase the 
11 
-distance between forl{s. Discussions with several tiarehouse-
men seemed to indicate that most grocery loads were too heavy 
or bulky for a Walsh Peck to remain intact for shipping and 
handling. It is the opinion of the author,however, that the 
value of the Walsh Pack, or its basic concept, has not been 
realized to its fullest extent in chain warehouses. Observa-
tions made in one food manufacturing warehouse indicated 
that,if properly constructed, the Walsh Pack was satisfac-
torily rigid for loads of considerable weight. 
Both Pullpack and Walsh Pack methods possess the cost 
and space benefits acquired by eliminating pallets. 
4. Clamp method - Clamp lift trucks have two vertical 
plates which clamp onto opposite sides of the load of cases. 
Space must be lift between stacks of cases for insertion of 
the clamp arms. Claimed advantages of the cla1np method over 
other methods described include: 
• 
a. Increased safety since the clamps do not permit any 
cases to fall off. 
b. Less product damage. 
-----··.~~-,.,.._.,. ...... 
10 "The Walsh Pack Concept for Palletless Material Handling,• prepared by the Clark Equipment Co., Battle Creek, Michigan. 
11 Irving Mo Fcotlik and Associates a Minutes of Second L.) ~" Exploratory T·1eetine; .for Elirnination of \\l'asted I1anpov1er in Grocery Warehousing Operations (Skokie, Illinois, June 7, 1960), p. 2 • 
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c. No vertical space is taken Up when lQads are set 
upon another, but 4· to 6 inches of space are required between 
stacks to allow room for the insertion of clamp arms. This 
is currently a major problem in shipping· since this space 
-must be lcept filled by some fo_rm of dunnage. The problem 
might be solved by some sort of :inexpensive pneumatic dunnage 
.. , 12 
which could. be inserted and removed quickly. 
It also seems that the clamp method could be utilized 
in certain chain operations. For example,Proctor and Gamble 
13 handles over 300 different carton sizes by clamp. Since 
pallet loads ere homogeneous for those segments of the ware-
house system between unloading end order selecting, it 
appears that cost reductions could be effected because of 
the elimination of pallets. 
MOVING MERCHANDISE FROM THE RECEIVING AREA 
TO THE RESERVE STORAGE AREA 
In Warehouse A all merchandise was moved from the 
receiving area to the reserve storage area on pallets. 
-
picked up the pallet loads on the unloading uock and carried 
them, two pallets at a time 9 to a designated reserve storage 
location. If any merchandise was needed in the order selec-
tion area, it would be taken directly there, bypassing the 
12 Spinanger, nPalletless Handling.," pp. 102-103 • 
. , .· 13 Artl1ur Spinanger, "Noi-1 Clamps Handle Smell Cartons 
Too!", ~1odern :t-iaterials Handling., XII, Number 6, (June., 1957). 
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storage operation. 
b. From the t~uck receiving area - In Warehouse A, $S~ 
· 1.._ of the me.rchendise received by truck was carried to a place 
.. "·"' 
near the designated reserve storage location by tractor 
train, ioeos four handtrucks coupled together and pulled by 
a small electric tractor. This method was considered superio~ 
to the forklift truck for moving merchandise at distances 
over 300 ·reeto Two men were assigned for this operatio·n. 
Five per cent of the merchandise received at the truck 
unloading dock was taken directly to the reserve storage 
location by forklift truck. Forty per cent of the unloaded 
merchandise was taken directly to the order selection area 
on tractor trains since the selection area was located et a 
substantial distance from the truck r~ceiving ares. 
STORING THE MERCHANDISE 
The actual placing of pallet loads into pallet stacks in 
a reserve storage location was done by seven forklift operators 
working throughout the reserve storage area. 
a. Frf>E! ~ll~ .££XC§£ ~e~c.ei_:yi~ng, u?L£~ -= The operation con--
~ 
sisted merely of placing pallet loads into position in pallet 
stacks, since forklifts carried loads nonstop from the box-
car unloading dock to the reserve storage location. 
b. From the truck receiving area - The storage operation 
• 
in this case consisted of moving the loaded pallets from the 
train of handtrucks which hBd been left in the storage area 
JI ' to a position in the pallet -stacks • 
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MOVING MERCHANDISE FR~M THE RESERVE STORAGE ARM. 
TO THE ORDER SELECTION ARFA 
Depleted items were moved from the reserve storage ar.ea 
"4'' . , .... .. .,., , .• 1 
·, i. to the order selection area by forklift truck. 
,I 
The stock arrangement for order assembly in a grocery 
warehouse usually foll~ws two basic plans: 
a. The Short Asse1nbl~,,r Line S~vste1n - A portion of each . 
-- ™lli:..!:. me::- - - - · - '. -- FM-s:Pl;t e:::::sr:rn, c-;:;;;rr-;=-:: · ;") 
item in the warehouse is arranged in an order selection area 
for convenient selectiono This arrangement minimizes the 
distance travelled by the order selector when filling a 
store order. However, this method also requires the additional 
rehendling of cases, since merchandise must be moved from a 
reserve storage location to the order selection area. 
b. The Slot System - Merchandise is stored and orders 
are filled over the entire warehouse. Slow moving merchandise 
received in smell quantities is placed in pallet slots and 
the remaining pallet loads of the same items are stored on 
top of the rack (referred to as the mezzanine in Warehouse A). 
The medium and fast moving merchandise is assigned a floor 
space which will accomodate several pallets. In the fixed 
slot system location merchandise is never changed except when 
necessitated by changes in seasonal movement or items on sales 
promotion. With the rloating slot system, incoming merchan-
dise is assigned slot spaces on the basis of the quantity of 
receipts and the availability of space, without regard to a 
fixed item location. Thus with the slot system the handling 
of merchandise from reserve storage to the selection area is 
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eJ1m1nated although it is still necessary to lower inaccess-
ible merchandise f'or order selectors •14 
In iiarehouse A_, a combine tion of both the short assembly 
--1-1ne and the fixed slot systems was used. Slott1 mo·ving items 
were placed into pallet rack slots in the same order as they 
were located in the supermarket. Reserves of the same item 
were kept both on the mezzanine above and in a reserved 
storage location, outside of the order selection area. A 
perimeter towline., a conveyor i..rhich pulls handtrucks contain-
ing merchandise from the order selection area to the shipping 
area, surrounded the aisles of pellet slots containing the 
slow moving merchandise. Fast moving items were assigned 
fixed locations in an area surrounding the slow moving mer-
chandise adjacent to the towline. The separation of fast 
moving items from slow moving items minimized the distances 
travelled to select orders. 
Ten forklift men had the responsibility of keeping the 
entire order selection area filled with the different items 
contained in the warehouse. Slow moving merchandise was 
generally moved from the reserve storage area to the mezzanine 
above the item's respective pallet sloto Fast moving items 
were stacked upon similar merchandise, and the stock was 
rotated when necessary. A work sampling study made by the 
14 ~L~Q~£.~. W~rehouse Layout and Equipment for Maximum Prodt1cwti v"f~.tx, United States Department of Agriculture, lgricultural I\;1arke·ting Service - Marketing Research Division, Marketing Research Report No. 348 (Washington, 1959), p. 33. 
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company indicated t·hat approximately 25% ot the ·operators' 
·time was spent doing the above operations. 
POSITIONING MERCHANDISE FOR ORDER SELECTORS· 
-~·--·-·------ ··-· 
In addition to moving merchandise from the reserve 
storage area to the selection area, th~ ten forklift operators 
also placed merchandise in en accessible position for picking 
by order selectors. 
This operation consisted of two major parts: 
a. Lowering slow moving merchandise from the mezzanine 
into the pallet slots. Any cases previously in the slots were 
temporarily removed and then handstacked back into the loaded 
slots. Empty pallets were piled for order selectors. About 
JO% of total time was spent at this operation. 
bo Lowering fast moving merchandise from pallet stacks 
to an accessible position for the order selectors. This 
required about 25% of operator time. 
: 
The remaining 20% was taken up by delay factors such 
as being absent from the work area, talking, picking up fallen 
merchandise, end so forth. 
ORDER SELECTION 
If 
--Order selection involved the grouping together of all 
merchandise ordered by the retail supermarket. Several 
methods presently exist in the grocery industry for the 
assembly of orders. For example, se.lectors can place mer-
chandise on either J: 
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Handtruck. 
Pallet carried by a pellet· jack. 
--£_··ii,-
"" 
.,._ ....... ~ 
1. 
2. 
. 3. Handtruck or train qf handtrucks pulled.by a tractor • t .... 
-·-· 
When trains are used, the order selector generally 
. 
. p1aces a case on the most convenient handtruck and 
does not take the train to the loading dock until 
all handtrucks are full. 
4. Train pulled by a remote controlled tractor. The 
selector uses a radio control device at his waist 
to start, stop, and guide the train. 15 
Picked merchandise is placed on pallets on the trans-
porting vehicle if a palletized load is to be shipped to the 
supermarket. Both pallet and non-pallet systems were used 
at Warehouse A, with merchandise transported on handtrucks. 
An order selector obtained a list of items ordered by 
the supermarket to pick in his particular section of the 
order selection areao Each order selector selected in only 
one section, or zone, so that he would become more familiar 
with the locations of various items and would develop a 
responsibility ror keeping his section in good order. The 
items on the store order were listed in the same order as 
they were located in the order selection area. Selectors 
picked merchandise from numbered pallet slots, the slot 
I number corresponding to the number written adjacent to the 
item on the tabulated store order sheet. Items which were 
15 Han~ling Groceries From Warehouse to Retail Store Shelves 9 United States Departmen.t of Agric'ulture, Marketing Research Report No. 473 (Washington, 1961), p. 6. 
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missing were indicated as such on the store order sheet. 
Selectors were instructed to place a mark before every item 
on the order as the cases were $elected so that none would 
~be overlooked. 
If cases were placed on a pallet~ selectors were in-
structed to build one layer at a time., "locking" the cases 
',,.. - .. 
in an upright position to form a rigid unit. Selector 
productivity appeared to be less with pallets than without 
because of this factor. Cases hidden inside the cube were 
to be indicated as such on the store order to facilitate the 
checking of the order at the shipping area. 
If cases were not placed on a pallet, they were positioned 
on the handtruck so that the labels of all cases were visible. 
This procedure also made inspection easier. 
When handtrucks were filled,they were hooked to an over-
head towline which pulled them to the shipping area. Empty 
handtrucks were obtained from the towline as they returned 
from the shipping areaD sometimes after a considerable wait. 
New Develo2m~12ll - A new concept developed to reduce the 
amount of handling of individual cases is to pick by layer 
guantitieso The retail supermarket could, for example, tak, 
its 100 fastest moving items and order them in layer quan-
tities. At the warehouse these goods could be picked with 
a combination fork and clamp lift truck thereby making it 
possible, in theory, to ship directly rrom the manufacturer 
to the retail store without individual case handling. 
,(·. __ ~. 
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After the order selector finished filling up a hand-·· 
-
- ------~--
. -- -· -
- --~~~~-~t~r~u~c ~~ ~ 1~ was moved to the loading dock to be placed in a 
truck trailer for shipment to the supermarket. ~1ethods 
used in the grocery industry to accomplish this operation 
include: 
1. Hooking the loaded handtruck to a towline conveyor 
which pulls the handtruck to the shipping area. 
2. Having the order selector personally take the 
vehicle used for selection to the specific loading 
dock from where the merchandise will be loaded. 
3. Pulling a train of handtrucks by an electrically-
controlled tractor that automatically follows a 
guide wire (without any physical connection). The 
tractor is called by pressing a button, and it will 
come immediately to the station from which the 
16 signal originated. 
In methods two and three, order selectors usually obtain 
empty handtrucks and pallets (if needed) at the loading dock 
and return to the order selection area. 
In Warehouse A, an overhead towline was used which went 
around the selection area rather than through it. It was 
claimed that while a towline routed through the area \·Jould 
assist selectors in moving the handtruck while picking, the 
lack of fleJcibility imposed outweighed the advantages. Two 
16 Marketing Research Report No. 348, p. 25. 
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employees called "pullers" removed the full handtrucks from 
the towline and positioned them on the loading dock of the 
.trailer in 1.-1hich the load v-Jould be p lacedo If the puller 
' ;•• 
-,·. - ·- -
' 
·, 
-------- ... ~--· --------~ 
.. 
did not unhook the hendtruck when it was in the shipping area, 
it would make a trip around the entire order selection area 
before returning to the shipping areao .. 
Since the towline was overburdened, Management felt 
that handling costs could possibly be reduced by removing 
it and having merchandise selected and moved to the respective 
loading docks by electric pallet jack. This would eliminate 
the need for "pu_llers" and the problem of cases falling off 
of handtrucks hooked to the towline, but, in the opinion of 
the author, would increase congestion, unless total inspection 
time was greatly reduced or eliminated at the shipping dock. 
INSPECTION OF SELECTED MERCHANDISE 
Selected merchandise was inspected prior to loading 
to reduce discrepancies between the items ordered by,and 
shipped to, the superm~rketso Missinrr items were retrieved (. , 
if they were in stock somewhere in the warehouse. 
Methods used in the grocery industry for inspecting 
merchandise i11c l11de ~ 
1. 100% case count. All merchandise ordered is counted 
to verify that the total number of cases selected 
equals the total number indlca ted on the store 
order~ sheet. 
2. 100% conunodlty inspection. All merchandise ordered 
\ 
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, 
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:ts inspected to verify that the items selected 
match the items listed on the store order sheet. 
3. Sample commodity inspection. Only a fraction 
64 
- .$ - ( often 30Jt) of the selected merchandise is insp-ected. 
Spot checks include orders assembled ~y new employees 
and those prone to make mistakes. l7,lB 
Some companies do not inspect o.utgoing merchandise since 
it is felt that the cost of checking is not warranted because 
the warehouse and the supermarkets are members of the same 
company. 
In Warehouse A, a 100% case count was used. After 
receiving his trailer assignment the checker obtained the 
store order sheets, and counted the number of cases on the 
handtruck, comparing this to the number indicated on the 
store order sheet. If a discrepancy existed the checker had 
to commodity inspect the handtruck load to determine which 
cases were short or over. 
Palletized loads were more difficult to case count and 
commodity inspect since some cases and labels were not visible 
unless other cases were moved. When pallets were not used 
all cases and labels were generally visible. 
The management of Warehouse A was considering the pos-
sibility of converting to a 30% commodity inspection since an 
17 Marketing Research Report No. 473, P• 9. 
18 fwletl1_9ds of Handling and Delivering Orders Used .Q.l: Some 
Lea dine. ,:JhofeS~~1~. Grocer~., United States Depar€ment of Agri-
culture Production and Marketing Administration in cooperation 
with United States Wholesale Grocer's Association, Marketing 
Research Report No. 13 (Washington, 1952), p. 23. 
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increasing number or shipments was being made on pallets 
· which made inspection more expensive. It assumed that the 
accuracy of outgoing shipments would not drop excessively 
-----~---------- - -
..... 
since the majority of selection errors v1ere incorrectly -
picked items rather than overlooked items. These co~odity 
errors t•Jere not necessarily detected by a 100 per cen.t case 
count. Discussions seemed to indicate that the real answer 
to the problem lay in improving the accuracy of selection. 
Suggestions included having: 
1. Selectors case count their own handtrucks. 
2. Accuracy records maintained. 
3. Spot checks made by supervision. 
4. Items kept in the same slot es much as possible. 
,. More extensive use of selectors working in speciric 
areas. 
• t . -
After all handtrucks for a given store order were inspected, 
the trailer loader wes notified so that he would be sure to 
place the correct number of handtrucks into the trailer. An 
employee using an electric pallet jack then procured the short 
items and replaced any overages. 
LOADING THE TRAILER WITH MERCHANDISE 
After it was inspected, selected merchandise was moved 
into the trailer and positioned for shipment to the super-
market • 
Loading methods used in the grocery industry include: 
1. Pushing the loaded hendtruck into the trailer and 
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' 
• 
manually positioning the cases. 
c-•• 
· 2. Moving palletized loads into· the trailer by lowmast 
1. 
3. 
rorkli,ft truck. Generally. pallet loads are stacked 
·- - - ---·- - --~ 
two high. 
Picking up the load by multiforklift truck and 
• moving it into the trailer where it is lowered and 
pushed from the forks by a vertical metal plete 
attached to a scissors action mechanism. Hand-
trucks must be modified to provide a slotted surface 
for the forks of the lift truck. 19 
Methods one and ti~o vJere used in vlarehouse A. 
a. Manual ~oadlng - The loader pushed the inspected 
handtruck into the trailer as far to the rear as possible. 
Two men \"Jere sornetimes required if the load was heavy. The 
number of cases on the handtruck was recorded. Cases were 
handstacked with heavy cases placed toward the bottom so 
that damage was minimized. Most of the available space in 
the trailer was utilized because there were no pallets to 
take up space nor large gaps between pallet loads. Approxi-
mately 25% more merchandise could be placed into a trailer 
by manual loading than by palletized loading. After the 
cases vrere positioned the empty handtruck was hooked on the 
towline end the loader went to another inspected handtruck. 
·, 
b. Palletized loading - Cases could be loaded approxi-
mately t,-1ice as fast by palletized loading. The loader 
,.,.. . 
19 Marketing Research Report No. 473, p. 12. 
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~ositioned an inspected hendtruc-k so that the load could be 
·, 
.... 
, lifted. by a ~owmast forklift truck called a stacker. Heavier_ 
. . 
loads to be placed on the floor had their tops·leveled·so 
------------
-- ---------
.. 
. ~- - -,---- . . 
---·------------
i J 
\ 
.. 
that lighter units could be placed upon them. The load 
was then carried into the trailer and positioned. The 
number of cases entered was recorded·. The operator then ° 
backed out of the trailer, hooked the empty handtruck sitting 
on the loading dock to the towline, and positioned the next 
I'll 
·1,, 
handtruck for loading. Store or8ers were split among two 
trailers more often with pallet loading because large volume 
supermarkets usually received pallet loads, end fewer cases 
could be placed in the trailer. 
Regardless of the system used, operations were hindered 
by congestion on the loading dock or by delays caused when 
operators had to wait for handtruck loads to be inspected. 
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THE ~;MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
. 
' 
The followifig section contains Materials Handling Profiles 
ror·- segments composi11g the Warehouse A dis.tribution_ system. ____
___ _
 
. 
For sake of comparison, Profiles were also constructed for 
system segments using methods and equipment not used1n the 
warehouseo 
Preceding the Profiles ere descriptions of the elements 
used in each segment analysiso Following each Profile are 
calculations required in converting the normal time required 
to perform an element to the time required to perform the 
element for e4t1ery 1000 cases moved through the system segment. 
The following is a description of the "Element Time Calcula-
tion" sheet {see example next page) which was used in deriving 
\, 
I 
these times: 
,·, 
1. Column 1 - Each element number was listed. 
2. Column 2 - Each element symbol was listed. 
3. C·olumn 3 --- The average size of the load (in cases) 
used in performing the element was listed if it was 
needed for calculation. 
4. Column 4 - The average distance travelled in per-
forming the element was listed if required in 
estimating the normal elemental time. 
5. Column 5 - The frequency with which the element 
occurred for every 1000 cases moved through the 
system segment was listedo This was normally 
computed by dividing 1000* by the size of load used 
-- - .-,.__...._....._.__ . 
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Methodr 
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l 2 Size 3 
of 
lood 
No. Sytno (ceees: 
,/ 
I 
4 
Avg0 
Disto (fto) 
I 
Fre- 5 
queney 
per 1000 
cases 
Additional Calculations: 
Fig. 3 
6 Observed? 8 
Std. time or;) Seo. (seco or estimated per 1000 
sec ./rt.) t:bne (sec.) cases 
0-
• 
,¢ 
... 
• 
,,"', __ 
' ' I i 
_.___ --- ,.._.__. 
' \ 
' i { 
l 
I 
. I 
. I 
Estimated cost per hour of use of ownership end operation, per machine, of ~arious typeJ 
of materials handling equipment shown on the Materials Handling Proriles. So~ce: j 
Grocery Warehouse Layout and Equipment ror Maximum Productivity., United States Departme~t 
of Agriculture., Agricultural Marketing Service - Marketing Research Division., Marketing! 
Research Report No. 348, Washington, 1959, pp. 28-29. · 
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Assumed !Ownership 
use per cost per 
, Total ownersn.ip & 
Operation operation cost 
Ty:pe of Eguipment 
Initial f Years 
Cost · Depre-
Dollars ciation 
Towlines overhead per1-
meter9 (length -· 
2,400 reet)oooooooooeo 35,ooo.oo 
Tow tr ac .,c 01~ ., 1,.,a di c1 remote-
c ont1~01 ( 200~ ·tc• 500-
pound dra1r1 bar i:,ull .9 
electric) 0 0, 0 0 0. 0. 0. oe 4,464.70 
Straddle .f or:.l{lirt; truck 
( 4000 =-pound ca p.s. city, 
e le c tr i c ) o o o o o o Q l!l o o " • • 7 i 4 60 • 0 0 
Straddle forl{li.ft truck 
(2000c=pound capacity, 
e 1 e c t 1"';) i c ) o c o o o o (, o o o o • • 
Pallet~ jacl{ (400()-=pound 
,-,.. a p Q 1"" "1 t- ~r <'.'.:. 1 e .. ("I -i- I 1 l" C ) ~ 0~~v, Q o~ -v ~•• V v 
Four-1:·Jheel 11.and truck 
(1,500-pound ca~pacity 
rubbe:r;) i-Jhee ls £1 J;>la trorm 
size 36- by 60-=lnch) •• 
6,423.00 
2,887.00 
68.50 
Towtractor ~ star1cl up 
ride1~-type ( 200c:u to 550-
pound dra't·J bar }.:lull, · 
electric) ••••••••••••• 2,467.25 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
year year 
Hours Dollars 
4,000 
4~000 
4,000 
4jooo 
2.,000 
2,000 
4,000 
6.,650.00 
884.95 
1,532.86 
\ 
L310.5a 
586.76 
13.02 
505.43 
cost, per per- hour 
year per year oriuse 
Dollars Dollars" Dollars 
4,000oOO 10.,650.00 2.q625 
I 
1 
j 
190.10 11.,075.05 .~688 
! 
! 
: 
,307.40 ~,840.26 ·'.~601 
' 
2ss.41 1,565.99 ·.3915 
. 71.95 658.71 .3;294 
130.18 635.61 .1$89 
i 
I 
i 
. ! 
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in performing the element (Colunm 3). 
- ' , 
--- --------------------------- ---s--.- Column 6 - Times for elements involving large time 
_., 
... 
~: 
t 
--~ ... 
variability which wsrehouse management considered 
\ 
---~--- -------J> -· '1"-*---
normal were listed here. For certain movement 
" 
elements involving a largely variable distance 
travelled, the normal. speed .o,t.' movement was entered, 
This· was multiplied by the average distance (Column 
4) to obtain normal elemental time rather than by 
averaging observed times to perform the element. 
Predetermined elemental times were also entered in 
this column. 
7. Column 7 - The average of normal times required to 
perform an element as obtained by direct time 
measurement was entered here. 
8. Column 8 - Listed here were the results of the 
calculations. Depending on the columns used these 
results were derived using one of the following 
products: 
Seconds per 1000 cases= Column 5 X Column 6 or 
---· Column· 5 X Column 7 or 
Col. 4 X Col. 5 X Col, 6 
Following the Element Time Sheet example is a table 
listing the materials handling equipment used on the Profiles 
and derivations of-their estimated .cost per hour of use. 
~ 
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ELEMENT DESCRIPTIONS 
as used on the 
Materials H!ndling Profile· 
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System Segments: • Ke7 
1. Boxcar Receiving 
a. Manual unloading - two men team, using (M) 
electric pallet jack. 
b. Unloading palletized shipments - one (U) 
man using electric pallet jack. 
1. Merchandise sealed in carrier: 
M - Cases are shipped to the warehouse via carrier, 
the doors of which are sealed by a numbered steel band. 
The band is broken by authorized i-1arehouse personnel 
after the bill of lading has been received. 
U - Same as aboveo 
2. Receive assignment: 
M - Begins when workers are assigned a particular 
boxcar to unload and includes obtaining the necessary 
materials and equipment to do the job. 
U - Same as above • 
3. Open carrier door: 
M - Includes ell operations required to open the 
carrier door( s) so that cases can be removed. ··· 
U - Same as above. 
4. Position dock plate: 
M - Includes all operations required to place a dock 
' 
-~. 
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' 
piste between the -unloading platform and the boxcar· 
so that men and equipment can -enter the carrier. 
U - Same as above. 
emov e dunnage _: 
73 
M - Includes all oper~tions required to remove 
materials placed between loads to prevent movement of 
cases during shipment. In the operation analyzed, no 
dunnage existed. 
U - Same as above. 
6. Position empty pellet: 
M - Begins 1r1hen unloader leaves the pellet jack to 
lower empty pallet from the stack of pellets so that it 
can be picked up by the pallet jack. Ends when the 
pallet is positioned adjacent to the merchandise to 
be unloadedo 
U - Eliminate. 
7. Place merchandise on pallet: 
a. 
M - Begins when an unloader moves toward the first 
case to be placed on a pallet. Ends with the positioning 
of the last case on the pallet. 
U - Eliminate. 
Grasp load: 
M - Begins when an unloader has positioned the last 
case on the pallet load and moves toward the pallet jack 
handle. Ends when the pallet load begins to move out 
ot the boxcero 
U - Begins when the unloader prepares to move the 
__ ,. 
.. ,. . ~ 
:-.-
1 
'l 
- .,_-_:!_~·--,--=--
-------~---------------------------------------------
.,,,-;) 
,;/ I 
( 
14 
forks or· the pallet jack under a palletized. load. Ends 
· when the pellet load begins to move out of the boxcar. 
9. To location outside of carrier: 
M - Includes the movement of e palletized load to 
a position somewhere on the unloading platform. Ends 
- when the load hes been positioned and released on·the 
platform. 
U - Same as above. 
10. Record case count and report damages: 
----------
M - Includes operations performed by the second man 
to record the number of cases removed from the boxcar 
end to report damages. This was done each time the other 
unloader removed e pallet load and returned with an empty 
pallet. 
U - Same as above, except that the men operating the 
pallet jack does the recording. 
11. Return for next load: 
M - Begins when a pallet load has been released on 
the unloading platform. Ends Jlllen the\ unloader releases 
\_~/-.-/ -~ 
the pallet jack to lower an empty pellet from the stack 
of pallets. 
U - Begins after the case count hes been recorded, 
and includes moving the pallet jack into the boxcar. 
Ends when the forward movement of the pallet jack into 
the boxcar has terminated. 
"'l. .... 
12. Clean up area: 
M - Includes all operations required to clean up 
-i.. I-~-~ 
: -- • ·re .• ,..:• - -~-'. ~ 
:·: ;-;_ - ,,; - " - , .. ·-._, ·'. --
~- ....... ;:. . 
\ 
·-----·---------
I • 
-. - --- ---·---- -· ----- -- -- ----.-----~- - - - ------ - -- ·----- - ! 
, 
l 
·-------------~-----·-------------j 
7S 
area in and around boxcar, and the returning of dunnage 
back into the boxc·ar. 
U - Same as above.· 
Remove dock plate: 
.. 
·,· 
M - Includes ell operations required to remove the 
dock plate to a position to the rear of the unloading 
platform. 
14. Close carrier door: 
M - Includes all operations required to close the 
boxcar door. 
U - Same es above. 
15. Second man waiting time: 
• I . • 
M - This includes all the time that one mBll\ is idle 
while the other is doing something. 
U - Eliminate. 
/ 
. ' 
I 
,_; 
T'i 
:~ 
;/ 
I 
f 
p--~•-n--~ 
. .r .,. 
·---·------~~ ·~------ ·-----------
·----------.---- --------7-6-. ------- ------ -
. , ... , 
~ ~ - . -~· ., 
·01 
Element Symbol (.S,:m) eels) Class .Q.!. Activity act 
.-.,.7·-
.. 
' . 
Movement with merchandise MM 
Movement without 
merchandise ME 
Operation i~ri th merchandise OM 
Operation without 
merchandise OE 
Delay D 
Quantity determination QD 
Inspection I 
Controlled storage CS 
Temporary storage TS 
Degree Mechanization - M 
Hand and body 
Hand powered device 
Machine powered device 
Remote-control device 
Automatic de1rice 
Progranuned device 
hb 
hpd 
mpd 
red 
ad 
pd 
-~. 
---·--------- ----·---- ---·-~-- - - -·~---- . -
_________ .... _·-----·- -- -·-- ·------ ... -- - . -.,r -
A - Necessary and desirable 
B - Necessary but not 
desirable 
C - Neither necessary nor 
desirable 
Degree Unitization - U 
Single case 
Layer i unit 
Unit 
Multiple unit 
Container 
• 
SC 
la iu 
u 
mu 
ctr 
--,·"· d,,.. .. 
, ___________ ---·· 
----- ---·--·-·-· .. ·--- --
, '-----·-----,.,~--sr-• -O-&shM __
 ._1_....-,.-',:.:-c--•- .. 
' 
- -·------ --
-- ----- ---
MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
77 System Segment: Mantlal unloading of 1Joxcar - two man team, using electric pallet jacke Method: Two men manually place cases on a pallet in the boxcar, removing the load with an electric pallet jack. Assumptions; 1. 2000 cases in boxcar~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
,. 
6. 
7 •· 
8 fJ 
9. 
10. 
~l. 
tl.2o 
-------· __ ... 
. 2o 50 cases placed 011 pallet~ 3. Second men does not begin to place cases on pallet until first 111an ren1oves load and returns with empty palleto 
Element Syra els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Seco per act SC la fu u mu ctr 1000 cases 
Merch. sealed cs 
in carrier 
Receive assign- OE B M 150 ment I Open carrier OE B M 300 door ·, 
" Position dock OE B 60 plate 
Remove dunnage OE B 
Position empty OE A 540 pallet / Place merch. on OM A UJ( 3230 pallet r-... 
......... 
~ 
"' 
Grasp load O:t-1 A ~ ·~u 60 ~ I [> I To location out- MM A u 600 side of carrier 
V Record case OE 
r.( 6001 count and report QD B damages 
"' 
Return for next ME A 
.M 180 load V 
~r Clean up area OE B 150 
....... 
/' 
/ 
.... 
-- ~ ------.- - --- -~----------- ---
----------
--- ---------4------- --------------
- ------------------·--------------- -
I 
--
t 
,.,.. 
'· . 
~ 
i 
---... 
\ 
-- ·-- -----~-----------~---~- ----. - ------ -
MATERIALS HANDLING PROPILB 
~---~-~----- ·--- --· ------- - ------- ---- - --
.. 
S7atem Segment: Manual unloading of boxcar - continued 
Method: 
1\ 
78 
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Sec. per 
act sc la ;u. u mu ctr 1000 cases 
13 0 Remove dock OE B M 
plate 
140 Close carrier OE B M 
door 
15. Second man D C 
waiting time 
lo Done by second man while other man was working, 
hence not included in total elapsed time. 
S1unmar7 
No. of e1ements 
tor each symbol 
MM 1 
ME 1 
OM 2 
OE 9 
D 1 
QD 1 
I 
cs· 1 
TS 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (seceper 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2050 per hour) for 2 men 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases 
Labor costs by (Pallet jack 9 4000 lbo capacity) 
class of activi t1 Total cost--labor 9 storege ,equipment 
A $6040 
B 2.28 
C 2o84 
Standard productivity 
(cases per manhour) . 
Actual productivi·ty Warehouse A 
~-
7801 
15 
' 
·150 
5435 
815 
6250 
$8.68 
.25 
,61 
19.54 
288 
217 
.• . I 
'f.!t· ,.,-
•. -- cc --· - -' , ••.••. , ... QJ' ti 
·--, __ _._._.._... L--
-·-- --- ---- - - -·----
- - - " - - ----- --
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 79 87atem Segment:Manual unloading of boxcar - two men teem, 
using electric pellet jack. Method: Ttvo men 1nanually place cases on a pallet in the boxcar, 
removing the load with an electric pallet jack. There is no dunnaITeo 
', .,, Assumptions: lo 2000 eases ir1 boxcaro 
2o 50 cases placed on pallet. # • ' 
1 2 Siz:e 3 i~ Fre~ 5 6 Ob.served7 ' 8 
of Avgo quency Std o tin1e or Sec. load Dista per 1000 (seco or estiinated per 1000 No. Sym. (cases: (fto} cases sec o/ fto) time (sec.) cases 
1. cs .. 
2. OE 1000/2000 , / 
-
.5 300 150 
~ 
3. OE 
.5 600 300 
4. OE 
.5 120 • > 60 
5. OE Eliminate . 
6. OE 1000/50 
= 20 27 540 
·7. OM 1 1000 3.23 3230 
8. OM 50 20 3 60 
9. MM , 20 30 600 
10. OE ' 20 JO 600 QD 
,. 
Additional Calculations: 
ll-:• 
.. , 
1 
I 
-
-------- -- -- ~-
---- - -- -
-------
___ ., -
- ------
-ELE.'MENT TIME CALCULATIONS 
_ ----- ____ --- _ ---~- .80 
System Segmentt Menu-el unloading of boxcar - continued 
Method: 
1 2 Sise3 4 Fre- 5 6 Observed7 
of A,,go quency Std e time or load Disto per 1000 (seco or estimated No. Sym. (cases) (ft O) cases sec ./ft.) t:ime (seco) 
._, 
11. - ME 20 9 
12, OE 
.5 JOO 
13. OE 
.5 30 
14. OE 
.5 300 
15. D 
: 
e 
.. 
l 
I 
Additional Calculations: 
Storage Cost C, 
O-per 1000 cases 
Equipment Cost 
per 1000 cases 
~~sg. X $ .J.458 = $ .2531 
6250 
- . : 3600 X $ .3294 - $.6130 
... 
• ... "< 
8 
Sec. 
per 1000 
.cases 
180 
150 
15-
150 
780 
I 
- -~ •----- ------
MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 81 
-·· 
System Segment: Unloadj_11g palletized sl1ipraents from boxcars, 
using an electric pallet jack. (Predetermined) 
Method: Pallet jack lifts and moves unitized load without the 
manual positioning of cases being requ~Tredo 
Assumptions: lo Cases sr1ipped on i,1ooc.1en pallets.? each load 
approximately 44 inches higho 
2. 2 pal 1 et loads 1noved out of boJ{car at one time. 
3. Cases glued together, 50 per palleto 
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Seco per act SC la iu u mu ctr 1000 cases 
1. March. sealed ir cs 
carrier 
2. Receive assign- OE B M 150 
ment 
3. Open carrier OE B 1~ JOO door ~ 
~M 4. Position dock OE B 60 
plate 
5. Remove dunnage 
6. Position empty 
pallet 
7. Place merch. on 
pallet 
. 
8. Grasp· load OM A ].~ y 150 
I 
To location out- A ~ I 350 9. MM u side of carrier V cr.o. Record case OE 
rwr( count and rep(]['I; QD B 
"' 
300 damages 
~M a.1. Return for OE A 150 v· next load V 
0.2. Clean up area OE B M/ 1.50 
.... _, ··; 
.. -·-··--·~ ----,------~ .. ---·-·--·--·-----_..:!---·---·-·----·-··- --·--------- --------------·---·--·----~--------·-- -- ----- -- ------ -··----..... -· --· .. ____ .., -
•- --
-~ 
r 
,' 
L 
.J ~. 
' 
'' 
• 
,'' 
' ,1 
r 
' r. 
t 
. ___ ,_---- ... --'"™ . 
• ' ,_ ---·cc..=-------',_ .. ' ' -, ._.__.... 
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MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
System Segment: Unloading palletized shipments - continued 
Method: 
- - - -- - --
- - - --- ---- -
Element 
13. Remove dock 
plate 
-14 •. --Cl-ose- carrier 
door 
15. Second man 
waiting time 
.. 
S11mmary 
No. of elements 
for each symbol 
MM 1 
ME 
OM 1 
OE 8 
D 
QD 1 
I 
cs· 1 
TS 
Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Sec. per 
act sc la lu u mu ctr 1000 cases 
OE B J:vl 
fl 
OE ·B 11 
, 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standardtime(sec.per 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2050 per hour) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equip111e11."t:; cost per 1000 cases 
• 
1.5 
150 
1775 
266 
2041 
$1.42 
.oa 
Labor costs by (Pallet jack~ 4000 lbo capacity) ,12 
$1.69 
1760 
class of activity Total cost-=labo1"} 9 s"corage ,equipment 
A $e45 
B .97 
C --
Standard productivity (cases per manhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
---- ----. 
- -·- - - ------ -----
', I 
' !.I 
' i 
I 
ii 
l 
i 
---------~-----~-· ... ..-------- ---- .. ------- ,, 
-· .:•,;. ... , =.:. .... ~c '..~ -------....-- -· ~ - ~ - ' -
.. 
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 
·-· .. ··~ ..... __ ,. ___ ... ·-·· ··- ·-~·-.. ··--···-·---·-··4· ......... _ .. ·-----· .~ ......... --·-··-········ •000•00··· 00~00 • ..... •• 0 ·-0 0 0 •> •• .~ 
·, ' 
• 
'· 
Sjatem Segment t Unloading palletized·· shipments from boxcars, 
using an electric pellet jack. (Predetermined) 
Method: Pallet jacl{ lift~ and moves 11ni tlz.ed, load v1:lthout the 
manual positioni11g of cases bei11g r~quired. 
Assumptions: 1. Cases shipped on i.rooden pallets, each load 
approximately 44 inches highe 
:f;' 2. 2 pallet loads moved out of bascar at one time. 
3. Cases glued together, 50 per pallet. 
1 2 Siz·e 3 4 Fre- 5 6 Observed? 8 
·, 
of /Avgo quency Stdo time or Seco 
load Disto per 1000 (seco or estimated per 1000 
Ho. Symo {cases) {ft O) cases sec ./rt,,) time ( seco) cases 
.. ·,· . . 
- -
. . 
1. cs 
2. OE 1000/2000 
• 
- o5 JOO 150 -
3. OE .5 600 300 
4. OE .5 120 60 
s. OE Eliminate 
6. OE Eliminate 
7. OM Eliminate 
8. OM 100 10 15 150 (Est.) 
~ 
9. MM 100 10 35 350 
~ . 
10. OE 
' QD 10 30 300 
.. 
Additional Calculations: 
. ,. 
~· . 
,: 
-· -·- -
...... ---.-·~-- ... _,_,.___..., ... , _______ .,_ .. ___ ., ____ . ___ ......, __ ... --.. ----..--··---·---..... - ......... _ .. __ ... _ .• ,. ••• --.. ---·---·-----·--·----··--··----··---·-·---.. - ••• :~·;.,,; .. :: .• -- ·- ----··--·-------- ---- - ------------- ------ ---···-··---·-··---.. --.-------- -- ... ·-- - --- - ------- -----· ··- ....... - ·--·-·-·--+< -·· ------·- ---·- ------. ---------··-··--·-·- ---- ------------«--- ---··- ·- ······ . 
.. 
I 
~ 
C 
u 
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ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 
·---- -~----- .. ·------ -
System Segnient: Unloading palletized shipments - continued 
Method: 
,_ __ , ____________ ·-------------~- ----------,- ---·------- ·----------- -------------------- ----------- - --- - - -- -- - - ----- --------
1 2 Sise 3 4 Fre- 5 6 Observed7 
of Avgo quency Stdo time er Sec. 
84 
8 
load Di st e per 1000 (sec., or estimated per 1000. 
(cases~ (ft.) sec ./ft.) Ho. Sym. cases t:hne (sec.) 
11. OE 10 15 
(Est.) 
12. OE .; 300 
13. OE ., 30 
14. OE .5 300 
15. D Eliminate 
' 
-
• 
' 
Additional Calculations: 
Storage Cost ~ 2241 x $.11.J.58: $.0827 
per 1000 cases 3 00 L 
.. 
Equipment Cost: 32~001 x $.3294 = t.1868 per 1000 cases 
': ~~' ' 
cases 
150 
150 
15 
150 
---· _ '• ·'·• •·---· -•_......,,,...,,.~--_. . ., ... - .... --...--·,--•-•.-••••••••-..-,....-A.--·..--••._...-•-·----~----..---.-·-•·----•--·----- ... -.~-- - ---~--·--- -- ·---..,-----,-~-· - ·••·--· .. ••--1·---•~---••- - . ~ ·~---, ........ _ . .,_•••--·--""·,•-~\.------··--·-···----·------..--·•·-----·------------"--•'"•~•---.-~uv,_.,,._.., ··~~---~-~-·~~---.. --• -···• -- ·••· 
.. 
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-1. 
STOCKING THE SELECTION AREA 
(Work Sampling Survey of Warehouse A) 
-Obtain merchandise in storage area: 
as .. ·-------------
Begins when forklift operator commences search for 
a particular pell~t load in the storage (or receiving) 
area. Ends when the load is located and the forklift 
_has lifted the pellet off of the stack. 
2. Travel fully loaded into the selection area: 
3. 
4. 
Begins when the forklift leaves the storage area with 
a standard four foot high {approximate) pallet load and 
heads for the selection areao Ends when the forklift 
enters the selection area. 
Travel underloaded into selection area: 
Same as above only the load is less than standard 
size. ( considered ~ pallet) 
Travel empty into selection area: 
Same as above only no load is carried. 
5. Look for empty position: 
Includes all movement within the selection area in 
which the operator is looking for a place to stock mer-
chandise. Element can occur with or without merchandise. 
6. Stock pallet loads in slots: 
Begins when the forklift operator heads directly for 
a merchandise slot within the selection area. Includes 
all operations necessary to place a load obtained from 
the storage or receiving areas into a desired slot. Ends 
- ... -- . 
\. 
--.--•· -----·- ----· ·• - ·-·--- ----. . . . - . 
... --~-·--=""--·.......-.-·--------
' 
-· --··- - . - -- . --
- ~ - - --- ------- ----··-·- - . - - -·: ------ -·~------· ---------~-r------·---· · - - - ___, __ - - - --- ---~ 
•• 
- .. . ... -•--•••••-•••u•••••----•••••••••••-••••••••oo•••••••-•••-•-·•••••••••••n••""'"--•--••••••"-''-''"'-"' __ ,,..,••·••--•----"-·-·-·····•-••-••-••-••-•-•••••••••" ,. •• • 
. 
. --········ .. ···-·······-··· .......................... -a· .. 6. 
when the particular pallet load has been positioned. 
7. Work the mezzanine: 
Includes all operations involving the relocation-
' 
- - ~--- -------- - . ,,_ . . 
of pallet loads located on top of the merchandise slots. 
Hand pile merchandise in slots: 
. 
a. 
Begins when the operator gets off of the forklift and 
includes the piling of cases which may have been removed 
from a near·-empty slot so that a full pallet load could 
be stocked. Ends when the operator gets on the forklift 
againo 
9. Lower heavy moving merchandise: 
Includes all operations involved in the lowering of 
merchandise from the mezzanine so that cases are accessible 
for order selectors. 
10. Pick up broken merchandise: 
Begins when the forklift operator gets off the fork-
lift and includes the removal of broken merchandise. 
Ends when the operator gets on the forklift again. 
11. Pick up empty pallets: 
Begins when forklift operator heads for empty pellets 
and includes stacking them for order selectors or trans-
porting them for whomever would need them. Ends when the 
pallets are released. 
- ' 
12. Remove pallet :oads from tractor trains: 
Begins when the operator heads for the loaded train 
and ends when the loaded forklift moves away from the 
,I 
train. 
·- ~---------- ---
. -
-,- --,·,- ____ ,........ ·. -·~---~----·----~· 
•• 'i., 
., -
---·----~- -----·-------- --· --------~----··-------· ' -~--
--------·· ___ ,. _________ . ________ -- ----------- - --- --·-=·~-·-......... 
-
- . 
. 
. -
-~--- ---------------- ---·-------- 8-7 --------------
13. Move fully loaded from selection area: 
Begins when a standard pallet load is picked up 
in the selection area and ends when the lo~d has been 
t " 
- -· 
--- ----positioned in a location outside of the selection area. 
14. Move empty.from ~election area: 
Begins when the forklift begins to move out of the 
.Belection area without a load. Ends when operator reaches 
designated storage area or other location to obtain 
merchandise. 
15. Worker absent from designated area or idle: 
Occurs whenever the operator cannot be found in the 
areas assigned to him or is not working. 
16. Maintenance: 
Includes all operations involving the maintenance 
of the forklift truck such that the operator is unable 
to do his assigned job. 
17. Necessary conversation: 
Occurs whenever the operator is doing no physical 
work but is engaged in conversation necessary to ade-
quately perform his job. 
\.. 
·r 
ri·, 
. , 
l 
j 
,j 
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-- - - -, --- - - -- -
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-------·~-~ 
-- ·-----·--·----
' - . ·- -----~~---~----- --------- - . - . 
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MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
. --- System Segment: Stocl{ir1g selection area and positioning mer-
chandise ror accessibilityo ·· 
88 
- -------·-----.. --- --
Method: Pallet loads a11 e stock~q. and l)Osi tioned by 4000 lb. 
capacity electric forkl1ft trucko 
Assumptions: 1 o 011e -ro1~l{lift oper·ato1.,, actively working 7 .4 hours 
per day can stock and position an average of 2800 
· cases. (Based on vlork San1pling Survey of \varehouse A). ________ _ 
~------- ·r·-------
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Sec. per· ac.t SC la !u u mu ctr lCOO cases 
1. Obtain merch. in OM -
storage area TS A - i -u ·- 419 I MM I 2. Travel fully A U- 619 loaded into / 
selection ar~a / / 3. Travel u11der- MM B ~I U 171 loaded into \ 
selection area \ 4. Travel empty in- ME B ]~ ' 152 to selection 
area \ 
5. Look for empty ME B M \ 457 position \ 
6. Stoel{ pallet OE A M \ u 1400 loads in slots cs I 
I 
I 7. Worl{ the OM A ~~ ..... u 1078 ~ 41 ~ mezzanine / / ~ 8. Hand pile merch. OM A / 990 " in slots ........... ~ .... ' -, 9. Lo1ver heavy OM A [;M 'U 933 .. ...,. 
moving merch. ~ -~ / / ~ ./' 2951 10 •. Pick up broken D C merch. ~ ~]~ 11. Pick up empty OE B 666 
. pallets 
' 
' 12. Remove pallet OM A :~ "V 114 loads from 
tractor trains I 
I 
I 
-~--· 
• 
, ... 
; 
I 
. f 
I 
\ 
I . 
/ MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 89 / 
. -. Sfstem Segment: Stocking selection area - con~l-nue_d_. ____ _ 
Method: 
.. 
. ···-·· ·----
... Sytn Element 
13. Move fully MM 
loaded from 
selection area 
14. l1ove e1npty from ME 
,.,r,> 
· selection area 
ll.5. Worker absent D 
fron1 designated 
area or idle 
tl.6. Maintenance D 
l7. Necessary con- D 
versation 
... 
els hb hpd mpd red ad 
act SC la 1u u mu 2 
I i I 
B M u 
A ~I 
,/ 
C 
B ~1 
B ,.: 
lo Not included in total. Part of element 15 is 
class B activity being included in the personal 
and fatigue allowancee 
Summary Total 
pad 
ctr 
No. of elements 
for each symbol 
MM 
ME 
OM 
OE 
D 
3 
3 
5 
2 
Q,D 
I 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (sec. per 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2050 per hour) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
CS' 1 
TS 1 
4 Equipment cost per 1000 cases 
Labor costs by (Straddle forklift trucl{ 4000 lb.c~ 
class of sctivi ty Total cost .... labor, storage ,equipment 
A $4o06 
B 2.33 
C .22 
.. 
Standard productivity 
(cases per menhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
·Sec • ·· p-er-~ · 
1000 cases 
12181 
266 
295 
57 
390 
8007 
1201 
9208 
$6.39 
.37 
1.18 
t7.94 
391 
378 
~·· 
-·~ 
\ 
I 
I 
-- -----
:_I 
j 
J 
----- -----·---- ----·-----··-
------·------·-~-
,, - ~~~ - -··- ···--·-·-·-------· .. -----· ·-·- ... -----·· -------·------- ~----- --·-·." 
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 
System Segment: Stocl{ing selection ar")ea and posi tioni.ng 
merchandise for ecoessibility. 
90 
Method: Pallet loads a1~e stocl{ed and positioned by 4000 lb. 
capacity electric forklift trucko 
Assumptio?J-S: 1 e One forl{lif't operator activel_y working 7 .4 
.. 
hours per day ean stock and _ _po __ sition ____ an ____________ __ 
- ---- ---------------- ·avei~age of 2800 cases. (Based on Work Sampling 
Sur,Ve}1 of tiarehouse A) •. 
Note: In Warehouse A, 10 forklift operators were used to stock 
the selectio:r1 area and to make merchandise accessible for 
order se lee tor~ so A ppr o:Kln1a tely 28,000 cases per shift 
moved through this seg1nent of the t1arehouse Distribution 
Systemo Therefore, in one shift of 7o4 active working 
ho11rs, 2800 cases t·Jer~e n1oved per fo1,.,l{lift operatoro Thus, 9520 seconds were required to move 1000 casese This time 
was divided among elements in proportion to the per cent 
of occurrence of each, as determined by the Warehouse A Work Sampling Surveyo 
Per Cent 
Element Occurrence 
lo 4.4 
2. 6.5 
3. 1.8 
4. 1.6 
6 •. 
7. 11.3 
8. 10.4 
9. 9.8 
Seco per 
1000 cases 
419 
619 
171 
152 
457 
1400 
1078 
990 
/. 
933 
Storage Cost 
• 9208 X per 1000 .. 3600 cases 
Element 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
$.1458 
Equipn1ent Cost • 9208 X $ 4601 per 1000 cases • 3600 • 
-·' 
Per Cent 
Occurrence 
3.1 
7.0 
1.2 
2.8 
12.8 
.6 
4.1 
= $.3729 
= $1.177 
- ~--..---- ---·--- -- ~ -
Sec. per 
1000 cases 
295 
666 
114 
266 
295 
1218 
57 
390 
----------- ... -· ..... --....... -----•• ... >-114 .. _____ ._._ .............. --.... -· ... ·- - • -
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System Segmdn.ts: 1. Order selection with pallet 
using nan-a-eruck 
2. Order selection without 
pallet using handtruck. 
_ 3. Order selection with pallet 
using remote control tractor 
traino 
1. Merchandise in storage: 
(P) 
(NP) 
(PT) 
P - A storage cost exists for merchandise sitting 
in the selection area for a period of time. Only items 
listed on a store order sheet can be selected. 
NP and PT - Same as above. 
2. Obtain store order sheet: 
P - Selector obtains a tabulated list of items 
ordered by a supermarket. 
NP and PT - Same as above, 
3. Obtain equipment to carry selected loads: 
P - Begins when a selector starts to move toward the 
towline to obtain an empty handtruck. Ends after the 
• 
handtruck is unhooked. 
NP - Same as above • 
. Pf' - Begins after a load has been uncoupled from 
the tractor in the shipping area. Ends when an empty 
·-
train is hooked to the tractor at the shipping area. 
4. Wait for equipment: 
( 
a.:-- • ,.• .• 
\ 
, .. --~---... - .......... ,,...-,...... . 
• ' ~ .. -···--- ·---'--,- .c.. ~-- • ~ - ~- .. 
\ 
'1' 
92 
r-~ Occurs when no empty handtrucks are available 
- -- . .,-,-, --.. _. __ ····- --- -~~-'~---·.- -- _____ - _;: - _-____ -• - .----. -
.on the towline •. 
\) ------------
-
NP - Same as above. 
PT - Occurs when no empty tra_ina are available on 
the shipping area. 
S. Obtain and position pallets: 
P - Begins when an empty handtruck is unhooked from 
the towline and includes movement to en empty pellet • 
• 
Ends after the pallet is positioned on the handtruck. 
NP - Eliminate. 
PT - Begins when the operator leaves the tractor 
to obtain pallets and includes positioning pallets on 
the train. Ends when the tractor train begins moving 
"" 
again. 
6. Grasp load: 
P - Begins when a case (or pellet) is positioned 
on the handtruck and ends after the selector grasps the 
handle prior to moving the load to the next selection 
location. 
NP - Same as above. 
PT - This ele1nent is prac tic.ally eliminated since 
the selector can operate the tractor by remote control, 
thus making it u1mecessary to walk to the trac;:tor. 
7. Move load between slots: 
P - Begins when the handtruck starts to move and 
ends wher1 the l1andt1:1 uck stops. Includes movement from 
the positioning of a pellet to the rirst slot • 
.. 
• 
I ' 
i' ; f 
I 
• 
• i 
' • ..; I 
• t 
t' 
Ill 
' 
,, 
' l 
.... ~. ' 
.... ------
' 
93 · 
NP ... Same as above except includes movement from· 
. - --- .. -·- ·-·· ·-·. 
-- ·-------.-~-------·--· ·-- . . . 
.. -~---
,. · -----:~-- ·· the unhooking of the handtruck to the first slot. 
. . -···· ·- - ···-- -------..------------- --- -
"' 
PT - Begins when the train starts to move and ends . 
when the.train stops. ·Includes time from entry into the 
order selection er·ea to. the first slot. I~ ote: In the 
Materials Handling Profile for this system seginent, the 
··entire time to move from the shipping area to the first· 
slot is included for ease of illustration. 
8. Select and posit.ion merchandise: 
P - Cases are selected one at a time and positioned 
. to form a sturdy cube. Oddly shaped items are placed in 
front of the handtruck o~f of the pallet for-later posi-
tioning. Element begins when the selector leaves the 
'I, 
handtruck and ends when the selected case is released. 
fll NP - Same as above except that cases are placed in 
two columns directly on the handtruck.-
PT - Same as "P~ except that the selector may choose 
any one of four handtrucks (the most convenient) on which 
to position merchandise.· 
9. Rearrange merchandise: 
P - Begins when selector places his hands on a case 
and includes the movement of the cases to a different 
location on the pellet load. Ends when the load is 
released. 
NP - Virtually eliminated. 
PT - Same as "P" except that the selector may place 
the case on any one of four handtrucks, thus reducing the 
I, 
.. 
' 
! ' 
---- -- - - - - - -- - -
------- -----·--- -------- -- ----------··-----·-------~-----~--------~-----
.. 
' . 
'··- ..... -·.·-·- . ·-~ ·-----------·--------·--·-····"-•' -- -
•--- - --·---· 
... 
need for rearrangement. 
- -· ·- ·--- - ----- ., .. 
----· ..... ·-- .. ·-- - -· ____ _,,., ... - ----- ---···1- -------- -- ----- ----- . 
···-------- ----- ----10. Mark and read store order; . 
P-, After each case is positioned on tne handtruck, 
the store order sheet is marked to reduce selection 
• 
errors. The next item to be- picked is read from the 
I -
~- ... "~-· 
order sheet. 
NP and PT - Same as above. 
11. Identify selected load: 
P - Begins when selector reaches tor crayon to mark 
identifying marks on the load so that it will be placed 
on the correct loading docko Includes placing the store 
order sheet between cases composing the load for inspec-
,tion purposes. 
NP - Same as above. 
PT - Eliminate. 
12. Weit for towline space: 
P - Occurs when selector must wait for en empty 
apace on the towline to hook the loaded handtruck. 
NP - Same as above. 
PT - El irn.ina t e o 
13. Hook load to towline: 
P - Begins when the selector starts to move the 
handtruck after identifying the load. Ends after the 
load is hooked to the towline. 
NP - Same as above. 
PT - Eliminate. 
' ' 
........ ,_ 
. . 
.. 
--
---- -
-- - -
-
-
. . 
-' - --·~ ---- ----- --- -~-----··-·----~-----~-----··---··----- --- - ' 
.. ' - ' 
,~ .,' 
.. -~ . --~-- ~-------~---·--- ·- --- -·----·-. - - . "---~ -- ~-~·----~---... 
- - . - . --···--· ... -·-----"---·--------·---·-----·--------•-• 
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System Segment: Order selection t·1i th pellet using hendtruck. 
·- - --- - Method: Selector travels from slot t.o slot, placing cases on 
a pallet positioned on a handtrucko 
-- ·------~----- -- · Assumptions: 1 o 30 cases· per full pallet load e 
2. Selector obtains store order sheets after filling-
2 handtruck pallet loadso 
3o Handtrucl{: moves 10 ti.mes per 30 cases. 
Eleme·nt Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Sec. per act SC la iu u mu ctr ·l(X)() cases 
1. Merch. in cs 
storage 
2. Obtain store OE B 3000 
order sheet 
3. Obtain equip- OE A 133 ment to carry 
selected loads 
Bl 4. Wait for equip- D 
ment 
5. O,btain and posi- OE A /]LI 466 tion pallets. 
6. Grasp load OM A V ~, 500 
' I 
Move load >/ I 7. MM A vU 2560 between slots 
.~ 
/ 
/ 
I" a. Select and OM A 
-
11100 position mercho I I 
I 
9. Rearrange merchc OM B ~ ~ 367 
' 
' 10. Merk and read "' OE B " 2000 
' 
store order 
' ~ Identify 11. OM B !\ ~ 100 selected load t 
I i\M 12. Wait for D al I towline space I 
I 
I 
1 Delay times included in times of preceding elements. 
• 
·~ . 
--·· 
' 
-- -- . - - . ~ 
-
. ~)' 
···.··f-···------ ------··---··--------.. •- ---·--- -- ------·-·--·-~------·----.---------· .. - ····-·· ·----·-------·-------~-------·- - - ,. . ' ... - .... ...-- . ·- - - ------·-·----
V' 
·- . -----·--- ------~---~~----~--·----·----·-·-·--·--··--- ·---- __ . _____ ,.. _____ _ 
. - ---·--- '·- - ---- - ··---·-·---- ------ --- --------··-· 
.. -~-·· l 
MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 96 
_ ..................... --·---·'--·•·--------· 
--·-----·------·--·- -----·------·-··---· - ·-- -·- ....... 
S1atem Segment: Order selection with pallet -
Method: 
continued 
• ., . 
·Eiement 
13. Hook load to 
towline 
• 
S1umnary; 
Ho. of elements 
tor each symbol 
MM 1 QD 
ME I l 
OM 5 cs· 1 OE 4 TS 
D 2 
Sym els hb hpd l!lPd red ad pad 
act SC la 1u u ·mu ctr 
.2 
I 
I 
.... 
I OM A M u 
' 
\ 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (sec.per 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@$2.so per hour) 
Storage cos~per 1000 cases 
Equipmen"'t cost pe1-:i 1000 cases 
Labor coata by 
class of activity Total cost-labor,storage,equipment 
A ~~11 o 94 
B 6.06 
C 2.66 
Standard productivity (cases per manhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
- -,----------· -.~-, -- --~--~----r-~·---
) . 
- ·, • ·- - - • - •---- ·-•R ~ ~ .. 
---- ·-- - - ---- - --- ~- -----------· . __ ._ ________ -- --------------·-
Sec. per 
1000 a.ases 
1830 
22656 
3398 
26054 
$18.00 
1.06 
.06 
$19.12 
138 
121 
-. 
ff_ ' ~e,.. • . 
-----------
-
-
--- - -· . -
---- - ---- --
. - - -·-- --- - -
-- ----
- ·······----------·------
------~-- ·- ---------· -
-------- ---·--
------ - ~-~ - -
- - -
- ---- - ., - ---
- -------~ ---· 
_ ... __ , ________ _,____ 
-
------ ------ -·----~ --
'··-·- _...___._--
---------- ~ ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 97 
.. 
··System Segment: Order selection with pallet using h~ndtruc~. Method: Selector travels from slot to slot, placing cases on a pallet positioned on a handtrucke Assumptions: 1. JO cases per full pallet load. 2. Selector obtains store order sheets after filling 2 handtruck pellet loadso 3o Handtruck moves 10 times per 30 cases. 1 2 Siz,e 3 l~ F1..,e (a,;p 5 6 of Avgo quency Stdo time load Disto per 1000 (seco or ' - , (ft.) sec o/ft.) lo. Sym. (cases, cases ' . ' 
1. cs 
' -
2. OE 
.5x1ooq/30 
= 16o7 180 
3. OE 30 33.3 
4. D 
5. OE 33.3 
6. OM J3e3 X 10 
= 333 
7. MM 152 16 333 
8. OM 1 1000 
9. OM 30 33.3 
10. OE 1000 
Additional Calculations: 
1 See Assmnpti<)rl i/2 above. 
2 One-half unit moved on the average. 
3 Includes waiting for equipment. 
Observed7 8 
or Sec. 
estimated per 1000 time (sec.) cases 
. 
_ 3oool 
223 7.33 
14 466 
1.5 500 
7.8 2560 
11.1 11100 
11 367 
2.0 2000 
-
- ,-- ~ 
., ' 
. . ' 
•"-·- ............ -·L..> _,, .. ._~_ ....... _.,L....C..., -~· .. 
,,· ...... 
I 
. ! 
.... 
------------
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 
System Segment: Order selection - continued 
,r- Method: 
.,, 
. . .. ~ 
.l 
. .._ 
1 2 Sise3 •. 4 Fre- , 6 Obeerved7 
of AvgG quency Std. time or 
load Dist. per 1000 (sec. or estimated 
· N-o-~ Sym. .(cases; (ft.) cases sec ./rt.) t:lme ( sec.) 
11. OM 30 33.3 3 
' 
12. D 
13. OM 30 33.3 5f 
V 
' 
Additional Calculations: 
StorEir;e cost 
per 1000 coses • 
26054 X $.1458 = $1.055 
.. 3600 
Eqt1ip1ne11t cost ! 260511- x /:· 008-)2 - <l~~ 0593 
V 
-- \r'• . - '-iY• per 1000 cases 3600 
4 Includes waiting for a space.on towline 
l. 
-------·----...... - -- ..... -:--::'~"":~ ----· ~·~ -·~ 
. ,-
. . ; 
' ' • 
. ' . 
----------· . -- ---•i 
. .. ,· 
98 
.,,• 
8 
Sec. 
per 1000 
cases 
. 
100 
1830 
... 
- l 
-_-_,;;. -;::t., -
'¥·-· ' ' 
' -- --- ·-- . ' ' ~ - _, --·· ... 
- ---·------------------- _____ .. ----------~ 
-----------
____ _.;.__.__ ·--·--- --------·----·----·----· - --- - - ... -- -- - ---------·-----··----·· -
------------:----------· , ___ ,,, ......... . ··---~·-·~·-------··"'___ ·-
.p!' 
- -- . -- -
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. .. 
System Segment: Orde1~ selection i-1i thout pallet using handtruck. 
Method: Selector travels from slot to slot, placing cases in two rows directly on a handtrucko · 
Assumptions: 1. 32 cases pe1"} full pallet load. 2. Selector obtairis store order sheet after filling two handtruck pallet loadse 3. Handtruck moves 10 Limes per 30 cases selected. 
---· - .. 
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Seco per ac·t SC la !u u mu ctr 1000 cases " 
~ .. . . . . . , . 
.. 
1. Mercl10 in cs 
.. storage .. ' 
2o Obtain store OE B f.i 2810 order sheet 
" 3. Obtain equip- OE A '..M 687 ment to carry • 
- . 
selected loads 
Bl 4. Wait for equip- D 
ment 
5. Obtain and 
position pallete 
6. Grasp load OM A }1 V 468 
"" 
I 
7. fvlove load MM A >M J 2400 between slots / 
~ / / 8. Select and OM A ,;,- 10000 position march. I \ ~ 
\ 
9. Rearrange march, \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 10. Mark and reed OE B ]~ \ 2000 store order \ 
\ 
11. Identify OM B M 'u 94, selected load 
" 
I 
I ~~ 12. Wait for tow- D Bl I line space . 
I 
' . ' I 
I 
l Delay times included in times of preceding elements • 
I 
_....... . . . .... 
-· .. 
·-··-- -,,. --.. ···'·.;} 
• 
· .. 
• 
( 
" 
' 
•--•-C-••c-·;-;·;,r.,;--.•·',~--:•cTC."'•,~-;-,-•- --,-,< ..._,.,._,, ••. _,_ a ,;--. •-.-
• L. ___ .,-- •• -- - • _.,. • .,...--;,= · _ f!l?I• r!:I :.u J:j(ili z;4 • . ·r _ !i-.r'l!I.""~ -. ., -~-..-. .. __ ,_.,. 
---------------------------·------------------. - .. -------.. --- .. --------- I" . 
.,, 
-- ----------------- -------- -
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SJstem Segment: Order selection without pallet - continued 
---· -------- ---- ---------- ------...-----------,:---1 
• 
Method: 
Element 
" 
l!J 
13. Hook load to 
towline 
S1umnary 
No. of elements 
t 
tor each symbol 
MM 1 Q,D 
ME I 1 
OM 4 cs· 1 
OE 3 TS 
D 2 
Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad 
act SC la lu u mu ctr 
I 
I 
OM A 1 u 
' 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (sec.per 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2050 per hour) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases 
Labor costs by 
class of activity Total cost-labor,storage,equipment 
A :}10 061 
B 5o50 
C 3e12 
Standard productivity (cases per mnnhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
• -+ 
l • 
Sec. per 
1000 cases 
1720· 
20179 
3020 
23199 
$16.11 
.94 
,o5 
$17.10 
155 
130 
·--
•.. -
·-- .. , ..... 
• 
. -.... ·.;,· .... __ =,---,,,..----------~~~~--------,,----~------..-------------------
---- ------------.. -------··· ---.---·---------------·--,-------------------------------------- ···--,--· -------- --- - -- ---- .... -----•- . --------~------------------------
. ' 
'• 
-~----·---. 
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 101 
., 
System Segment: Order selection t,Ji thot1t pallet using hsndtruck 
Method: Sele 1ctor travels fr~on1 slot to slot, placing cases iri 
two rows directly on a handtrucko 
Assumptions: 1. 32 cases per full pallet load. 
2. Selector obtains store order ~heet after filling 
two -hsndtruck pallet loadsn 
3. Handtruck moves 10 times per 30 cases. 
1 2 Siz-e 3 b(" Fre= 5 6 Observed7 8 
of Avgo quency Stdo time or Sec. 
load Dist. per 1000 (saco or estimated per 1000 
Ho. Sym. (cases) (ft.) cases sec./ft.) tme (sec.) cases 
.. 
1. cs ~ 
_ .... 
2. OE • 5x100q/J2 180 2810 
- 1.506 -
)o OE 32 31.2 221 687 
-4. D 
5. OE Eliminate 
6 •· OM Jl.2 X 10 1.5 468 
- 312 -
1. MM 16 16 312 7.8 2400 
8. OM 1 1000 10.0 .10000 
I 
9. OM Eliminate 
10. OE 1000 2.0 2000 
' 
' 
\ 
Additional Calculations: 
1 Includes waiting tor equipment. 
·-
• • • 
. I 
! 
. . 
. : 
,,···-··· ~-.~ - ... 
a::::::i=a. ....,....... 
-. -..-
·-· -- . ----·,··-·-- ""' '"'·-'---_,, ... _ . ;•. ·--·· -- ·-·--~·'-'-
-----
---- ·--.. ·--·------
· .. --······-···-····
------
__
_ ..;__i_~-- --· ------
-
-
-
-
-
-
·-
~ ·
~-
--
~------------~-------~-
------- -- - --- -- -- -
--
- ····-····-------- .... -
·-----:-----------·----·-·- ~-
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 10
2 
871tem Segmentt Order selection without p_ellet .. continued · - --, 
,:i 
Method: 
• • 
1 2 S1ze3 4 Fre- 5 6 
/":, Obse"'~c:,d7 
of Avgo quency Stde time or 
-load Disto per 1000 (seco or· estimated 
No. Symo (cases~ ( ft G)) cases sec c/fto) thna ( sec.) 
11., OM 32 31.2 3 
, 
12. D 
~ 
552 13. OM 32 31.2 
. . 
-
' 
Additional Calculations: 
Storage cost~ ~3
1 X $.1458 = $.9396 
per 1000 cases  
Equipment cost a 2)192 per 1000 cases· 3600 X $.0082 = $.0528 
2 Includes waiting for a space on towline. 
~ . -·------"---11.•-•-_.._.._._ ...... __ ~..-,--- .... .--.,,.". ~•'·-----·· .. --...-----·-----, .. ......--. .... •-~-... - ..... 1-• .,~---,--"'- •• ~-
--
--
• ,/ .•• - . -
-~ - . . . -------....... - ~ - __ .. , ... -·-· ------ ... •, -· ·-··-,-~-•--- ... _,._. - - ·-·-·-······· ... .-.-
--- .. -:.. •· -
8 
Sec. 
per. 1000 
cases 
94 
1720 
J: .Ji 
- ) ) 
..... ·--
• • - '._ .•••. ,A • 
- ... - -
. .... . .... ·. ··----- ... ~ ,·-· --- ....... -- .... -·····. 
II 
J 
' . . ... _ . ·-·· ..... . 
•I 
.. -- •• ·-·•··----•-•·•--·-r,--· -.-,.,.- ·-------··•···-- -· --·-·-·••---.-•- -··- •-•-· •• --•---•,•·•• 
------- ~--- --~-----·--·-----~---------. --
- -------·~--·-- .. 
MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
System Segment: Order selection with pallet using remote 
control tractor traina 
Method: SeJ~e·ctor' gu.ides tractor tr·ain 1Jy remote control, placi~g 
cases on one of four handtruckso 
Aas·UDlptions: lo T1~ai11 of li~ handtrt1cks .o each holding 30 cases 
i.iher1 full o 
t 
Element 
. ... , 
2. Selector obtains store order sheets after com-
pleting one train load. 
els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Sec. per Sym tu . ctr -1.COO cases act SC la u mu , .. 
. 
1. Mercho in cs 
·storage 
2. Obtain store OE B M, 
"" 
1500 
order sheet .. 
~ Obtain equip- v1 3. OE A 200 ment to carry V selected loads 4. Wait for equip- D B V ment 
5. Obtain and- OE A ~ 400 position pallets ~ 6. Grasp load ~ -\ ' .-
7. Move load MM A ~ ~~ _u1 ' 3100 ', between slots ,,. ( 2 u nits- ) ,,- -~ _.-_,.,,, 
r-1r'u-8. Select and OM A .,- 6200 .. position merch. I ~ I I 
9. Rearrange OM B 400 
merch. 
10. Mark and read OE B M 2300 
store order 
11. Identify 
selected load 
12. Wait for 
towline space 
. ..-,;. 
1 An average load of 2 standard units is moved between slots. 
... - ...... .-- --· :F 
j 
,f 
,l 
1 
I 
I 
( 
\ 
- -· - - -- r 
.. ,, ..... 
., 
l 
., 
i"' f\ 
!'• 
,' 
----------------- ---·---·----------------------·-----
--------------·· .. ; 
MATERIALS BABDLINO PROPILI 
System Segment: Order selection with ·pallet using remote 
· control - continued · -
----- · Method: 
Element .sym -c ls hb hpd ~d red ad pad Sec • per 
act sc la iu u mu ctr 1000 cases 
13. Hook load to 
towline 
S11mtaa rr 
No. of elements 
for each symbol 
MM 1 QD 
ME I 1 
OM 2 CS 1 
OE 4 TS 
D 1 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (sec.per 1000 cases} 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2.50 per hour) Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases Labor coats by 
class of act1v1 ty To·tal cost-labor, storage ,equipment 
A ~~6 C 87 
B 4.39 
C 
--
Standard productivity (cases per mnnhour) Actual productivity Warehouse A 
14100 
2120 
16220 
$11.26 
.66 
1,36 
$13. 28 
222 
- ___ ,_ 
------· 
' \ I 
- ....... 
I 
,. 
; ' 
' 
' 
;_:., 
·,, 
-..... L .. - ---
-
<,..... • 
-· -- • 
. .. ~ ., ·····-·--·----- ·- .................................. ,.,_-,.---~ ........ ~ 
.. 
------·--. ·--·-------
~ - - ~~---- - --~-----~·----------------. ·---···---- -----~----
-~--···--· - -~ 
-
1oS 
__ , _______ .. , ....... ~~········ .. ·····-
.,.. 
ELEMENTTIME CALCULATIONS 
87etem Segmentt Order selection with p!llet using remote control tractor traino - (predetermined) Method: SeJ..ector guides tracto1., trai11 by· r~ernote control; placing cases on one of four handtrucks. 
\ Assumptions: 1. Trair1 of 4 11.andtrucks, each holding 30 cases 
.. 1 .. 2 
lo. Symo 
1 ·• cs 
2. OE 
3. OE-
4. D 
5. OE 
6. OM 
7. l-iM 
, 
8. OM 
9. OM 
~o. OE 
when fullo ! 
2. Selector obtains store order sheets after 
completing one train load. 
-Size 3 4 r . 1 re;:;:;> 5 6 Obaerved7 8 or Avgo ., Stdo t~:tm.e Sec • quency or load Disto per 1000 ( sec o or estimated per~ 1000 (cases) (ft O) cases sec o/ft.) t:hne ( sec.) cases 
I 
. 
r"' 
1000/120 180 1$00 
- 8.33 -
8.33 24 200 
8.33 4aJ 400 
Eliminate 
60 3100~ 
1 1000 6.2 6200 
1 10·00 0.4 400 
1000 2.3 2300 ! 
Additional Calculations: 
• 1 Jolm Ce Bou1nn, Handling Groceries from Warehouse to Retail Store Shelves, United States Department of Agriculture, Marketing Research Report Noe 473, Po 9o 2 For ease of illu.str·atio11!' rnoveme11t to tl1e sl1ipping dock is included in this elemento 3 Assumed to include waiting for equipment. 
I • 
.. 
l 
! i 
!,' 
.,. 
I 
" 
- ---~---·- - - ------ _____ __, ______ . ··--·---- ··- ·-·-ti. .. -- -
- -- - - -•------------------------·h·-----------------·--------- --------- --.... ~-~-----·- ·------. ·- ... .----------·-------- ·-·-· ....... . 
106 ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 
, . System Segment: Orde1~ selection tiith pallet using remote control tractor - continued . I ' ~ I •" 
.:· -- ·--------~---· ---~---- --.-- ~ Method: 
l 2 Sise 3 
ot 
loerd 
No. Sym. (cases) 
11, OM 
-, 
12. D 
.. 
13. OM 
I 
,. I 
---- - -- - -- - - ·-·- -- ------------- - -- ------ -
- ------ . -· 
. \ 
••••••• -· ..... ---h~ -- •• ·-------,-
- ••• 
- - -- - • - ---- - -
-
-·. 
" 
4 
Avgo 
Dist. 
(.ft.) 
Fre- s 
quency 
per 1000 
cases 
Eliminate 
Eliminate 
Eliminate 
I 
I 
6 Observed7 
Stdo time or 
(sec" or estimated 
sec ./rt.) t:bne ( se~.) 
,. 
,-
-
. . ~ -
I 
\ 
. 
Sec .... 
per 1000 
cases 
. 
.•. 
Additional Calculations: 
Storage cost • 16220 
• 3600 - - --· - .. - - per 1000 cases X $.J.458 = $.6569 
r-
Equipment cost 0 16220 
• j6o6 per 1000 cases X ~.2688 + 4($,00828 = t1.3S9 
.... -~. =-= ·-·- .... - - ~-
: ' ~ 
8 
.. 
. ~- -
.. 
- - -- - :=: --,-~-
• I .• 
·-·-··· --· ------ ------···-----·-1· .. -·-·- --- - ·-·------·------- -- - . - -··------ ---- -- - -- ----- - --·---- - -
' 
------~----· ------
- --- _....____ -· - -- - ·- ---- --,-......-- ·- ------ ----·- ---·---. -- .... - -- -- -· - . - - -- .. . . . •· 11,;, . 
) 
MOVING MERCHANDISE FROM THE ORDER 'SELECTION AREA 
TO THE SHIPPING AREA 
• 
-- •• .. ,. •--------r~--~- -M·----•--• 
. . 
····----·-"'-.. -.... -·-·-·---~·~··-··-~--·········-···---············-················ .......... ,. .... . 
f' 
S7atem··segment: 1. Order selection areia ·to loading dock.vii 
hand truck on towline. 
' 
-- .. - ... . -. . . . 
Note: Definitions and times for like 
elements of the pallet and palletless 
systems are identical. 
1. Load to shipping area: 
This element indicates the tlme that the towline is 
running for every 1000 cases that pass through this 
system segment. 
2. Wait for loads to arrive: 
Occurs when the "puller" 3 a worker who removes loaded 
handtrucks from ·the towline and positions them on a 
loading dock, is making no visible effort to unhook hand-
trucks. Sometimes this is because all loading docks are · · 
nearly full. 
J. Search for desired load~ 
Begins when puller starts to inspect handtrucks for 
a desired-load and ends when a definite movement is made 
to unhook the handtrucko 
4. Obtain desired load: 
Begins with a definite movement toward unhooking 
a load and ends wben the load begins to move toward a 
loading docko A slight delay is sometimes included 
while the puller waits for a gap between handtrucks on 
} ' 
.. 
r 
.. 1 
"-
: 
.-· ' 
-------'----- ·-·--·--· 
. . 
---- - ---------·-·----........... ------~------~--·-·-~~- - ------· -·· 
,, 108 
\ 
the towline so that he can move his load through it. 
S. To location on loading dock: 
.. ........... .._..»--.. ·--·-···-............ - ........... -................ - ... Includes mov.ement toward a location on the loading 
. I 
... -.. 
··dock· and ends when ··the lqad ··is· ·stop·ped -in ·8 vicinity_ 
near· to where it will be positioned. 
6. Reposition obstructing loads: 
Begins when the handtruck to be positioned is 
released and includes the repositioning of obstructing 
loads. Ends when the hsndtruck begins to move again. 
7. Position load: 
Begins when the forward motion to the positioning 
location h~s ceased. Includes positioning the loaded 
handtruck in an orderly fashion one loading dock. 
Ends when the load is released for the last time. 
8. Empty equipment to order selection area: 
,/~ · Description same as for element ( 1). 
;; 
. ,,~ . 
.. 
... 
--- -- -- ---· - . - ---•·-- ··---
' . 
. ~ . 
- - - ------ ------·- --·- ---- -- -
. ' . 
- . - - ·-..... 
....... 
• ·• •- •· •-• •···- ·••· .. ·•·-···--·--•· -- ··-------•-•-··· -------- -•-•··-•·-··•·•-·--·---•------·--···--·---·.---···-•·•·•··•·•··•••-·•····•-,. ~ •--~ • ·--,-•- • ,. •••-·• •--·-•-••-•·••·• --, - •·•••·-•••- ·•··+-~,. • ......... -..,.~,·H•••-• -·-----•-,- .. ~ ...... -• ···- -- -~ •- • - -• -··-·- '•-•--· --•- -,- ••-•· •- • • ••-• ··•-·••• -·-•• •••, ···-··• • .. • • - .. - - - ···•· -- ., •• --••-----·- • • ••••• , . ., -, •••~---••·•• • • • • •-- ·-
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MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 109 
I•; System Segment: Order selection area to loading dock vie hand-,·- t1~t1cl{ hooked on tot,Jline o 
· ·. Method: Load is pulled to the shipping area via overhead tot1line and is nianually unhool{ed and posi ti·oned on a loading dock by a pullerQ 
' --- ·~··-_,_ __ ,·,,-,,, -,.-,.-.,-~ --· -,.;.. ····-"·····-··.--., .. Assumptions~· lo 31 cases per handtruck load. 
. ·-· 
' I 
'· 
' 
t 
r 
. ·~· 
·, 
..,...,,..,or -
ii . r 
l 
! ' 
I 
Element 
lo Load to shippin~ 
area 
2. Wait for loads 
to arrive 
3o Search for 
desired loed 
49 Obtain desired 
load 
5o To location on 
loading dock 
6. Reposition ob-
structing loads 
7. Position load 
8. Empty equipment 
to order selec-
tion area 
. ,., .! 
Sym. els hb hpd mpd .rod ad pad 
act sc la lu t\ mu ctr 
. MM , A U M I/ 
D C 
-..J,;_T:-~ 
r::-,;,;" 
ME B 
OM A 
I 
MM A 
OM B 
OM A 
ME B 
' 
v/i 
/v : 
M I 
I 
t 
u 
I 
I 
I p 
I 
I 
].~ ~ 
I : 
M-i--- U 
~----M 
Total s,,m,nar1 r1 ; .... r1f 
No. 
for 
MM 
ME 
OM 
OE 
D 
of elements 
each symbol 
2 QD 
2 I 1 
3 cs· 
·TS 
1 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time ( sec.per 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2.50 per hour) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases Labor coats by ( Incl11des toi-1line and hand truck) class of activity Total cost-laborj .o storage ,equipment 
A dtl ~p 
B 
C 
Standerd productivity (cases per mmnhour) 
Actu0l productivity Warehouse A 
. 
Sec. per 
1000 ca sea 
97 
4Sl 
161 
193 
151001 
1805 
·27] 
2076 
11.44 
,78 
$2092 
1730 
1640 
l Not included in total, since done automatically by towline • 
-- "' I: 
.. 
_ ..... -· 
-- ----, .-,-, 
••..•• ! • 
' . ---- . 
... - -··'""--~--... . 
-- ·--~··----·--- -- . 
V 
, . 
I 
I , 
--- ---·---···-· --·-------·· -.-.------- ------- ----~- -·-------------~- -----·-------· ·--~-----
--~----- -
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 110 
l71tem Segmentr Order· selection area to loading dock via hand- , · truck hooked 011 tolJline {) (Pallet and Palletless systems are combined) Method: Load is pulled to the shipping area vie overhead towline and is manually unhoolred and positioned on a loading dock by a puller. Assumption: 1. 31 cases per handtruck loado · 
· ·· 
: 
l 2 Sise) 4 Fre- s 6 Observed7 8 
o.f.· .. Avg. ·quency Std. time or Seo. load. Dist. ver 1000 ( sec. o or estimated per 1000 (cases) (ft()) ""' SGC o/ fto) time ( sec,) lo. SY1"1e casee cases 
1. MM 31 1200 1000,/31 0391 151001 
-
~2.2. -
' • .. 
" 2. D ' \ 
~ j 
.3 • ME 32.2 28 
4. OM 31 32.2 3 I 
5. MM 31 20 32.2 14 
6. OM 16.12 10 
7. OM 31 32.2 6 
8. r-m 1200 32.2 .391 151001 
Additional Calculations: 
Storage and equipment costs per 1000 cases on next page. 
1 Not included in total. 
2 Obse·:rved to occur for 50% of the hand trucks. 
.. 
•. 
903 
97 
451 
161 
193 
.. 
--7----~----.,r.. -~~/. .. _:. ~------,.. .  -:;;'",.,,··.'.""'7""_, ··.l ..,.......,~'"'.""'-:. ~,----.---.. ~-.-. ., __ ·=c·----·-~-~f,,1-;-_a_.~-.~-. . __-_<A-___ ._-__ -____ -.. -__ -. -. ----------,-.. ---
t!,,J, 
--·----·- --~-~--------=----------------~-· -----· ----- ---·-·-----------~-
·--.. 
111 ~.,i 
STORAGE COST 
ti· _, .: .. _ ... _ -
-----a·.·- . --·.···--·-----~-- --·-. 
- . 
-Total time loaded handtruck connected to towline 15100 
·.... -,.; ,;,,.,.1'\ ,!.;, 
• • .,w., M" - ~. 0 ~- ••. ~ -·--
· Total time required for puller to position load 
\ on loading dock '2076 .. 
Total 17176 sec per 
1000 cases 
Storage cost per 1000 cases: 
1jl6~ X $.l.458 = $.6956 
' "'· 
EQUIPMENT COST 
Towline: 
Cases per shift pulled on towline. in 
Warehouse A ~ 
Hours towline in operation per shift 
Cases pulled per hour 
' -· ..... ~. 
28000 cases 
7 .4 hours 
3783.7 cases 
Total ownership and operation cost per 
hour of use $2.6625 
Towline cost per 1000 cases pu~led: 
1000 
3783.7 X $2.6625 = $.7037 
Band truck: 
Expected time loaded handtruck connected 
to towline enroute to loading area 
Expected time empty handtruck coruiected 
to towline enroute to order selection 
area 
Total time required for puller 
load on loading dock 
to position: 
Handtruck cost per 1000 cases: 
3~67q X $00082 = $.0735 
Total equipment cost per 1000 cases 
I , 
... 
... . 
.U. c..~'""= ---1 ,~.__,; ,,1, • ' ' ' • • .._ ~-- ••-~ ,- -+ ~- • I 'f' • 
Total 
15100 sec 
15100 sec 
2076 sec 
32276 sec I • .... ' ! 
J 
. -~ 
. _ .__ -- -- .. 
,; 
- -· -~··,: 
,. 
• 
:•. 
? . - _f 
~' 
------·-----· --~--~~~~- --------~ --~-------
~------- ·--· ______ , 
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- --=--· - - ·-··- --- ·--'' ·-- -.. _ .... __ ·-- ...:---~,' ... _., INSPECTING THE SELECTED MERCHANDISE 
" ••· -- ,,~-rn~ -..,~--·---···----•=--------.,-,,--•·--.- -
I • 
- - ,._... ... ~ .... <" .. - - -, 
Kex 
System segments: 1. 100% case count with pallet. 
. '" . 
_ ---- -- _  _ -- -- _ -- _ ( 10 0 P ) 
2. 100% cas1e count without pallet (100 NP) 
3. 30% cornmoditi inspection with pallet. (JO P) 
t, 
1. ·Receive assignment~ 
100 P - Includes the time required to be assigned 
ft 
truckloads (usually two are inspected intermittently) 
and to obtain necessary materials, such as pencils and 
paper, but excluding the store order sheet. 
100 NP and 30 P - Same as above. 
2. Obtain store order sheets: 
100 P - Begins when the chec~er makes e definite 
motion toward a handtruck load containing a store order 
sheet. Ends when the order sheet is fastened to the 
checker I s clipboard. 
100 NP and 30 P - Same as above. 
3. Wait for arrival of loads~ 
100 P - Occurs when the checker must wait either 
for the arrival of new loads or for store order sheets 
needed to inspect loads already positioned. 
100 NP and JO P - Same as above. 
4. To unchecked load: 
100 P - B,egins when the checker moves toward an 
unchecked load. Includes all walking which terminates 
at a load to be inspected. 
100 NP and 30 P - Same as above. 
I -
I 
I 
• j 
i 
i 
.. 
,j 
- -··---·---·-····-·-·····---
- - ~-
- ··-~-~---·~a-~-,-----~--~---···•••------ --- - "•~>--·---
- -------
-· ·- -- ------. 
.•. 
~.,_ ___ ,. __ _ 
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--·~- .. -.--- . ·- ,· - ~. 
S. Select proper store order sheet: 
100 P - Begins when the checker makes an attempt 
to read a n.urnber wr·i tten on the handtruck load which . 
indicates which order sheet contains the list of items 
located on that parttcular handtruck. Ends vrhen the 
desired order sheet is rbund and the checker is ready 
to begin case counting • 
100 NP and 30 P ~ Same as above. 
6. Case count: •· 
100 P - Begins when the checker counts the first 
case. Includes comparing the number counted with the 
number indicated on the store order sheet and writing 
the number counted on the load. Ends v1hen either a 
commodity inspe~tion is begun (if there is a discrepancy) 
or when the checker starts to move away from the inspected 
load. 
100 NP and JO P - Eliminate, 
7. Commodity inspection: 
.. 
100 P - Begins wh~n the checker starts to compare 
individual items on the handtruck with the description 
of items as listed on the store order sheeto Includes 
the movement of cases to uncover any hidden merchandise. 
Ends as soon as the cause of the dis(;repancy ie discovered 
and the shortage (or overage) is notedo 
I 
100 NP - Same as above. Usually there is no hidden 
merchandise. 
30 P - Begins when the checker starts to compare 
-·· 
---- ---· -- ·--· 
·- -•-------·····-·----···r-·-·-
-- . --,- ·-··-,-,-,.-.-~.~ - ~ ,. --- ,__ . -- --
I-
'--.. --,---·····-- ---, ---··--···---·-,-~-,-·---- --, ---·····-
··-·-··"'···-···-·--·-~-.·~·--~·--·-·'~--·-··"·----•- --- - ------
---··----·-· 
• ~<"°LA~o'-"'O-> ............. ....__..,.,~ .. ..-~ .. --<na.....--..,e-..o.=-n,ol--ll,:l"'f----~
t..sJM-n:,,_ .. ,,,,.~.,-· ... ,"'? __ ._.....,, _ __, _ , .. 
-• - -~ "'""-~ - -
·----- . ------·---.......... _ ... _
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.. 
"I.: 
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ind l vi dual items on the handtruck with the description 
of items as listed on the store order sheet. Includes 
the movernent of cases to uncover hidd·en merchandise • 
Ends when all 
noted. 
. •/ 
cases have been inspected and discrepancies 
'I\. 
8. Tally inspected merchandise, listing missing merchandise: 
100 P - Begins after the last handtruck load 
comprising a store order has been case counted or 
connnodity inspe,~ted. Includes listing all missing 
items so that they may be obtained if they can be found 
in the warehouse. Also includes s·tapling order sheets 
in numerical sequence and indicating the number of 
hendtruck loads and individual oases to be carried into 
the truck trailer. Ends when the above operations are 
completed. 
100 NP and 30 P ~ Same es above. 
9. Notify loader: 
100 P - Begins when the checker moves toward the 
worker loading the inspected merchandise and includes 
informing the loader of the nuniber of pellet loads to 
place into the trailer. 
100 NP - Similar to the above but the loader is 
informed of the number of hendtrucks to place into the 
trailer. 
r ·- 30 P - Same as the above • 
--;;;..;-·~{· 
·- -- ---~·-·· . ---- ' ' 
--·----~..:__------:---------· --..--·-·--·-"··· .. ' 
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MATERIALS HAHDLIIO PROPILB 
87atem Segment: 100~ case count with pellet. 
,-
11.$ 
.. 'ir-,, 
. - ----------------
Method: Checl{er cc)u11ts all cases cornposing pallet loads, com-
modity inspecting those which have en incorrect amount of cases. A.aaum.ptions:_lo 30 cases per· palleto 
2. 900 cases per store orde~. J. o5% case coun~error. ( 
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red act SC la iu u 
1. ijeceive assign- OE B r-1 
ment 
2. Obtain store OE B J~ 
order sheets 
3. Wait for arrival D C 
of loacls 
4. To unchecked ME B M 
load 
5. Select proper OE B M 
store order sheet I 
60 Case count QD B M 
.7. Commodity I B M 
1-nspec t ion D 
8. Tally inspected OE B M 
mercho !) listing I 
·missing merch~ 
9. Notify loader OE B M 
' - -
f 
' 
• , 
--
• 
·i. 
-
1-. 
i 
ad pad Sec. per 
mu ctr 1000 cases 
33.3 
2.$1 
.. 
!' 
366 
267 
2100 
705 
333 
- 133 
'i 
, . 
,-
" 
'• 
!.I 
;.,:_.. 
1-' 
' I ,. 
-• 
,.,. 
i_ I 
~
\ ; 
J 
. 
J-: 
/.i 
11', 
- '( (. 
' ....... 
..... , . 
. ,, 
--- ------------- - ~-------------·--·- ·-
MATERIALS HANDLING PROPILB 
S71tem Begmentt. 100% case count with pallet - continued 
Methods 
ii6 
' . 
Element Sym els hb. hpd J!I.Pd red ad pad Sec. per 
act sc la,-. lu u mu ctr 1000 ca1e1 
. -I .. ' 
S1umnar7 
'· 
. 
. -..-· 
No. of elements 
for each symbol 
MM 
ME 1 
OM 
OE 5 
D 2 
QD 1 
I 3 
CS' 
TS 
Labor costa by 
.,,. 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (see.per 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost per. 1000 cases (@ $2.50 per hour) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases 
class or activity Total coat-labor,storage,equipment 
A --
B $3.58 
C .73 
Standard productivity 
(cases per manhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
' . 
4488 
673 
5161 
$3.58 
.21 
.02 
$3.81 
698 
$80~ .. 
I . 
-"' 
.;:;,-_ .. ,':,'--.-·..:. 
• 
, ... g.·_; ....... . 
Ai; :. 
~ I 
- .- .. _ 
.. - . ----- ---- -- ---~--------, ----- -- - ___ _, ____ ------ -
.. 
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l71tem Segmentr 10076 c:ase count with pallet. 
Methodt Checker counts all cases conposing pallet loads, com-
modity inspectin8 tl1ose t·Jl1lc.h t1ave an incorrect amount of cases. 
Assumptions: lo 30 cases per palleto 
--- 2a 900 cases per store order. 
3o a5% case count erroro 
l 2 Size 3 Lt~ Fre . ·"".o !5 6 Observed7 8 
of Avgo guenoy Stdo tin10 or Sec. 
loocl Disto per 1000 ( sac o or estimated per 1000 { ,_ (ft O) q aeo ,/rt.) ( sec.) llo. Symo cases, cases tirne oases 
. 
1. OE 1000/900 300 333 
- 1.11 -
2o OE 16.71 15 251 
3o D 
4. ME 30 33.3 11 366 
5o OE 33.3 8 267 
I 
6. QD JO 33.3 c· .. 63 2100 
• , . .A 
7. I 33.3 x.15 ' 1413 705 -
D - 5 -
8. I OE 1.11 300 333 I 
9. OE loll 120 133 
' 
... 
t 
Additional Calculationst Storage cost ~ 5
3
g
0
60
0 
X $ 0 1458 = $.2090 per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost: 5g6o x $.0082 = $.0118 per 1000 cases 3 00 
l One order sheet per two handtruckso 
2 ol.5 of handtrucks commodity inspected (POISSON distribution 
best estimat~ for o5% case count error)o 
3 Assuming 3/4 of load ( 22 cases) -inspected at 6.4 sec per case. 
~ -_ 
. \ 
--------·--- ---;(· - ------~-------
MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
- ---11a· - ------·---- ---
System Segment: 100% case ·cot1.nt 'lrJitl1out pallet. 
, ., 
Method: Checl{er cot1nts a 11 cases c <Jlnpo slne; r1a11dtruck loads, com-
modity ir1specting those i,Jbic11 l1a·,ve ar1 i11cor·rect amount of cases. 
Assumptions:· 1. 32 cases per-:, l1a11dt1·u.clc loDdo 
-·--·----·-·--······-···········--------··-'·····-·····-·· ..... ·-··--···. -- ..... 
• I) 
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Sec o per act SC la !u u mu ctr 1000 cases 
.. _ 
1. Receive assign- OE B ivI 250 
me11t 
2. Obtain store OE B ~I 234 
order sheets 
)o Wait for arrival D C 
of loads 
4. To unchecked ME B M 343 
load 
5. Select proper OE B I-[ 250 
store order sheet I ""-I• -'.r~ 
6. Case count QI) B M 1810 
7. Connnodity I B M 225 
' inspection D 
8. Tally inspected OE B M 250 
raerc ho , listing I 
missing mercho 
9. Notify loader OE B M 100 
-
• 
' 
11 
, 11 
! 
'\ 
MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE ~----------------------------- - ---
- - ---- -· ·- --- -~-
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Sy1tem Segmentr 100% case count without pallet - continued 
Method: 
--'---·----· ················--·· ...... --~--------.. -··· ·-···" .... . -·-
I 
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad pad Sec• .. p~.r.. ____ ~~-.-··-· ~ ____ _ 
- set se lef -- tu·-··· ti.~· mu ctr 1000 cases 
,.,. 
. . " ._,_. ~ ..... 
,.. 
S11mmar1 
No. of elements 
for each symbol 
MM 
ME l 
OM 
OE 5 
D 2 
QD 1 
I 3 
cs· 
TS 
Labor costs by 
" 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (secoper 1000 cases) 
Standard labo1") cost; pe1~ 1000 cases (@ $2050 per hour) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases 
_class of activity Total cost-labor,storage,equipment 
A --
B $2. 76 
C 1.14 
Standard productivity (cases per monhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
. ) 
3462 
519 
3981 
$2.76 
.16 
.01 
$2.93 
903 
640 
•· 
,n,...,-_.,_ ... .,,~ ............... ~,....._,,i.,...__ .. ___ .. ~•I001••-~--""#""'>i' .... ""•~Wo"'"..i'"i..,1o.-l.,......,"'.,1 ....... ~h.,.__..,.._) ............. ..,..!-1110.1a1•-•_,;__.i.,.,q,_.M ___ \.I ___ __.._ 
11tt•-•--·•"4""'•-i"f .. ~~'"....,
0
.._
1
._,.~1'11f1M•>1 __ _.. ... ,. .. ,,.....,1.,,..,,,\J,t-...;,..,. ••• ,1 .... ,_.. ... _A1U-•l•ll"'-.10•-"1111..,1u•""""'..,."'""'"',.,-.i-ut.--,., ... u1-,,1'Y,..,.,-:_~•.,••"'"__,,,lf_nho•••1..r.1•111,..•"""•""'-1.,..•,.9' ....... , .. -•-1w.,,__ 
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• . ·'• 
• i• 
( 
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ILEMENT~TIMB CALCULATIONS 
----------~ 
811tem Segmentr 100~ case count without pallet. 
Method; Checker counts all cases composing handtruck loads, 
cormnodi ty i11s1)ecting those vJhich have an incorrect· 
amount of caseso 
·-~-·----··-.AifEiuinpt i ens·: 1 ~- --3 2 · ca· s ·es·, pe·r · h·Ernd tru·c k · ,1-o·a d'.- · · -·· - ··------··T·-------------------·-- - -·- ~ .. -~-~ ... -....... . 
2o 1200 cases per store order. 
3o o5% case count erroro 
,~~~ 
- -
l 2 Size 3 ~. Fre 0 5 6 
of Avgo quency Stdo time 
load Diste "Der 100() (!99Co O<R ~ 
(oases: (ft e) ... 88Co/fto) No. Sym, cases 
1. OE 1000/1200 300 
- 0833 -
2o OE 15061 
)o D 
4o ME 32 31.2 
5o OE 31.2 
I 
6. QD 32 31.2 
--
7o I 32 31.2 2 X 
D .15 =4.68 
Bo OE .833 300 
I 
9. OE .833 120 
I 
' --
Additional Calculationet Storage cost 
per 1000 cases 
·observed? 8 
or Sec. 
estimated per 1000 
( aeo.) t:bna - ·01891 
' 2,0 
15 234 
11 343 
8 250 
58 1810 
123 337 
250 
100 
~ ~2~~ X $.1458 = $.1612 
3981 $ 8 - $ 
3600 X .oo 2 - .0091 
Equip1nent cos ·t °' 
0 
per 1000 cases 
l.One order sheet per two handtruckso 
2 .1.5 of handtrucl{s conp11odity inspected (POISSON distribution 
best estimate for o5~ case count error). 
( 
3 Assuming 3/4 of load (21.t. cases) inspected at 3.0 sec per case. 
I 
. 
. 
,1_,,,, • ..,_,,.11,m-1•.-\..-.,.._....,,,_•.,••-.vi•• ... •--~-.---....-'-.. -•••.,..,....,...,.,-~""""' .. ""...__•-·•--•••...-••-..... ___ ,_ ... .,....,.,.. ___ ,,.._.__.,..... ,..In . ·P , • • 
• .. 
·---• ••-,,..._....,.-.tw .. .._ _ _,_1••••6"'----·.,•~••"",._•,.••'fl,..\•l'W•-•,...,-., .. ,..,i,11...il••n ............ t1t1,M11ro'l.....-,rL••....,_,_l>e""11__.._..,ll.i_,...,.lt~11W--r-••-.ni1~ .. -,.,..,,,..._"'"'-·~-k,_,.~,.--~...,...-1Yffl..,,~.-n .. Aaun,, • ., 
. ' 
··-~------·-·-··-- ' .... --~,. •.. ~.------,..--··-··· ·- •,. 
' ,.,,,. 
. .· :...~,~ . . l, 
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MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 
871tem Segment: 30% commodity inspection tvith pallet. y 
(Predetermined) . 
·-'-----.-.-~ 
Method: 30% of the pallet loads to be shipp.ed are. commodity 
inspected. · 
.J A11umptions: 1. 30 cases per pallet. 
·-~-·-----~ .. ---------·"'7·~-.-,, .... ,, ..... -""-···-: ..... _ ...... -------- _ ........ 2-.- - 900· case 9 ... per --st ore ·order-.·-·--·~---·-,~-~-,-----..... · .... ~...-.·~"~ ... ,. .. -....... ,. ... . 
Element Sym 
-
lo Receive OE 
assignment 
2. Obtai11 store OE 
01.,der sheets 
:, 3. Wait for arrival D 
of loads 
4. To unchecked ME 
I load 
5e Select proper OE 
f SLOre order I 
sheet 
6. Case count 
7. Commodity I 
inspection D 
• 
B. Tally inspected OE 
mercho' listing I 
missing mercho 
9. Notify loader OE 
., 
. 
els hb hpd mpd 
act BC la iu 
B r.1 
B ?-1 
C 
B M \ 
B M 
! 
B M 
B M 
B M 
• 
J.:I ,,.- . 
red ad pad 
u mu ctr 
- .. ,.._. . 
Seco per 
lC:00 cases 
--
333 
'~ 
251 
110 
80 
1920 
3'33 
13.3 
' 
i 
1 
I 
t 
I 
II 
i 
'I 
I 
i 
·- ~-- - - -- - -
-- ____ _. -- ••r -
--~-----------·------------- ----------------- ---------------· ... -- ------- . ---------
MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 122 
~~- ,11te111 Segmentt JO% connnodity inspection with pallet -
- · continued 
Metbodl 
.:-":----~-----, -·· __........._ ..... -..-...... ~~ ..... -------~··...--~-~~---:--·---... -----.------·-~ --
'• 
• 
I 
Element 
-. -
_, 
\ ) 
Ho. of elements· 
tor each symbol 
MM 
ME 1 
OM 
OE 5 
D 1 
QD 
I 3 
CS' 
TS 
Sym els hb hpd mpd rod ad pad Sec. per 
act so l'a !u u mu ctr 1000 ca11e1 
' 
Total 
15% personal and fatigue allowance 
Standard time (secoper 1000 cases) 
Standard labor cost; per 1000 cases 
(@ ~P2o50 per l1our) 
Storage cost per 1000 cases 
Equipment cost per 1000 cases 
3160 
474 
3634 
$2.52 
Labor costs by 
class or activity Total cost-labor,storage,equipment 
.15 
.01 
$2.68 
992 
'\ 
A 
--
B $2.52 
C 
--
Standard productivity 
(cases pe1~ mo11.hour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
• 
. [ 
~---------------------------------· ...... 
------------ ~~---------··-- --·---
. 
·- --·-·--···'. ~- ..•.. - - .. .. ,- ... .- . 
i 
ELEMENT TIME CALCULATIONS 123 
I, ... ,, .. ,,_., ........ ,., ....... ._. ....... .,.
0
., .... ~0 .. ,--uuoH,..,. .. _ •••• ,,.,,,., ............................ ,., .. ,.,,,.,,,..,,,.,,.,.,, .. ,., .. ,,,,.,, .• ,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,.,.,,, . ., .. ,, ............ , .... , ... ,, .. , ,,, .... ,,,.. ... ......... ,,,,,,,,.,,,. .......... . 
. ·--- ~"---------· ..... . 
• 4 - .... .... 
. . . . . ' '' ... ''. ' .... ' ..... ' ... ' ...... " ... -........ ' ...... " ............................................. _ ................. "\ ..... ' ................ . 
871tem Sesn,.entr 30,·~ co1nrr1odity inspect;ion tiith pallet. 
- - .. --·------
- Methodt 30% of the pallet loads to be shipped are connnodit1 inspectedo 
· Assumptions: .1. JO cases per pallet. 
2 9"0 t d ~~---·--............ -........ -----,----·,-------.. -.. .. -1~, .... ,1, -~------............... ".~'.'.:, .. ,- .. : .......................................... ''o''""'"' V . "·C·a·seG·--p·e·r·-- ·s· ·o·re· .. ···o"Yi' ·e:-ft·-.-··-.----~----' ... -., ... , ... -~.~-.. ,--------~-· --9. .. l;;J ,.._- . ..,,-
·- . -- - --------- - ~--~ ....... ·-
...... -· 
J 
! 
I . 
l 
t 
... 
1 2 81se3 4 Fre- ; 6 Observed? 8· or Avg,., quenoy Std, time or Seo. 
load Diste per. l.000 ( SS.O Q .or -- .estimated r,e~ 1000 
. 1 o~.A~ . - - - . ~· 
-c-·rt·~} seo·,/ft,) tima~(aec.) c;, S,m, ·(cs1e1, .. o·a·ae1 08881!1 
--
1. OE loll 300 I 333 
2o OE 16.7 15 251 .. 
J. D 
-
4. ME 30 33.Jx.)0 11 110 
- 10 -
5. OE 10 8 80 I 
6. QD Elimlnat~ 
,. 
7 0, I 30 10 6.4 X 30 1920 D 
- 192 -0 
-8. OE .. 
I 
1.11 300 333 
9. OE 1.11 120 133 
' .. 
I 
.. 
Additional Calculationat Storage cost ~ x@ 1458 $ 1472 : 3 00 ~. = • per 1·000 cases 
.... 
Equipment cost : 33~0340 Xr·--- $.0082 = .$ .0083 per 1000 cases 
., 
• 
., 
. -..... --
--- .... 
I 
. J 
,\ 
-••--··-·-,,_-, .. .._,,.,w_,.'P"'---·---...--· .. --... -.-••-~---·---~-----•·---•--·~--~--~-----•--~--·---·--~-- . l"' - . . -- • • -·•·-··----·· • 
. ' . 
-··----------------------- ~- - - -- ------- ---- - -- - - - --- - - -- - ~---~- - ----. 
.. 
~- -----·-···------------------ ·------------
.... \ 
LOADING MERCHANDISE INTO TRAILER---···-------·,-····-·- -··· 
Key; 
87stem Segment~: 1. With palleto (P) 
-···------ ·-
·---·-·· 
------':.....-.--..---- ·---------. ·----------·--··---------·-·······---- _____ ,.._ .............. -. .. ...................... ·--- ............................ __ ,. •-,· ---~ ------ -- ~ ... -- -··- ....................... ,~ ................. __ _ -· ----.... -----·-,- .. -... 
2. Without pallet.· (NP) 
1. Receive loading assignment~ 
P - Includes all operations required t~ obtain low-
mast forklift, trt:tc1{ and to· receive instruc·tions and 
· loading sheets for the loading of a particular trailer. 
Element contains maintenance allowanceo 
NP - Similar to the above except that no forklift 
is requiredo 
2. Position dock plate: 
P - Includes all operations required to place a dock 
plate between the loading platform and the trailer body 
so that _the mercha11dise can be e:a]?ried into the trailer. 
This operation is normally done by someone other than 
the loader. 
NP - Same as the above. 
3, Remove pallets, from trailer: 
P - Includes all operations required to remove pellets 
and cardboard returned in the tr·ailer body from the super-
msrket o This operation ls normally done by someone other 
than the loader. 
NP - Same as above. 
Search for inspected load: 
P - Occur~ when loader must spend time in addition 
to direct movement toward a handtruck load in order to 
' . 
- . , 
' . 
·----.--_...,, .... ,....,-.'.cr..-;_.::!·-.'-.-c-: _-;:_- ' 
--···-····-·~-- -··-· . -· - .... ----~-. -
·----------------------··--·-------·-··- ··--·-- -- ·----
---------·---· ---------------
- - - -· -- ·-·------·-.. -
12S 
find one which hes been inspected. 
NP - Same as the above. · 
P - Begins when loader starts to move toward an .... ,,,. 
inspected load from a fork truck or from a hendtruck 
which has been hooked to the towline. Ends when the 
loader touches the handtruck load. 
NP - Same as abovea 
6. Position los d for~ 1novement into trailer: 
P ~ Begins when the loader touches the handtruck 
and includes turning the handtruck so that the pallet 
load can be lifted by the forklifto Ends when the 
turning motion is ceased and the loader releases his 
hands from the handtruck. \ 
NP - Begins when the loader touches the handtruck 
I 
and in~ludes turning the handtruck load so that it may be 
pushed into the trailer body. Ends when the hendtruck 
begins to move in the direction of the trailer body. 
7. Flatten top of load: 
P - Begins when the loader releases his grip on the 
handtruck and mc)Ves toward cases on the handtruck. Includes 
positioning cases on top or pallet load so that other 
pallet loads may be placed on ·t;op ln the tr·a iler body. 
Ends when the loader releases the last case to be posi-
tioned and starts to move toward the forklift. 
NP - Eliminate. 
8. Move load into trailer: 
I 
________ , _____ _,___,,.,.- ,,, • .,0,. .•• "'•••·--•--••H-.,._ ••• ... -~ ~-·-• .. _""""""_,.._,,, ....... .._,.,.,....,_ • .,. _ _..._,,.,..-,. ... -,..-_.,., __ o<(,t'_,.._ ... -------•• ,--,__......,< .. N'9_' ... •-• .. -,,..,. .... ·,~.,_.t,.·.~•tti.-- .... tc••-•--~·-·~ ....... --••...,...._ · · . . . - .... I '• • - -- ,i 
~--.... -~ ... -----.. ··------·-···· ~-
.... ' 
0 
,---><'-·' 
" 
~--···------------·--··--·-------···· .. --.------
------------------------------------·-
····--·---------~ 
--------- -----------------
---~ -----------
-
------·----------. 
---··-·- -··- ------· ---
.. 
- . ----- - --··-
---
- - - . - . ·- ·--- ·--··- -- - ____ .. -~~----- -
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-- ·--.. -------~··., .............. , 
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P - Eliminate • 
.?' . NP - Begins when another loader leaves his assign-
I •• ···•---- ---___.;....~~.--------1118nt to assist in pushing·a hea·vy· handtrtick· into· ·.the. .... -·-· --· ·-. --
• 
.· •, 
. 
, •. 5~ 
trailer body. Ends when the second man reswnes his 
assigned duties. 
10. Record number of cases moved: 
P - Begins when loader attempts to determine the 
nwnber of cases composing the load, as indicated by an 
inspector on the load 9 and ends when this nwnber has 
been written on the load sheet and normal activity 
reswnedo The loading sheet is normally taped to the 
-
forklift body. 
NP - Similar to the above, except that the load 
sheet ls attached to the trailer body. 
11. Position merchandise in traileri 
P - Begins when the brakes are applied to the fork-
lift in the trailer body arid in0ludes positioning the 
load for shipment to the supermarket. Ends when the 
load is released and the forklift begins to back out 
of the tr.iailer o 
NP - Begins whqn the loader releases the case after 
stacking it in the truck bodyo Includes reaching for 
another case and stacking it also. Ends when this next 
case is released and positionede Considering hendtruck 
load as a unit, element begins when loaded handtruck is 
released inside trailer and includes the stacking of all 
merchandise on the handtruck inside the trailer body. 
. 
. 
-----·-----......---
-~. -- ......... ··-- ................. -....,,.. ...... ------- ·-·- .-··--..... ---·~-·---"" .. ___ ...,. ________ · ......... -~ .. -- .. - .. -~ ......... -~,.--~-·---·--~..-- .. --~ ..... --"r··-·-- .. ---~ __.. ... ---...:;--··· .... ·-··-·""""'···' . 
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·Inds when loader grasps handtruck in effort to remove 
it from the trailer bodfo 
.... . ---,--'--,-·---1.-2._. •. ----·N-otify supervisor about cigarett·ess et·c·:------ ..... __ . ---~ - ---------- ·-·------··-------- - ·-·--·· -- . - .. 
. • 
f - Begins when loader seeks supervisor to verify 
that the quantity of cigarettes~ trading stamps., and 
similar items loaded equals the amount·ordered. 
NP~ Same as the ·aboveo 
lJ. Exit traileri 
F. - Begins when the pallet load is released and the 
forklift starts to back out o Ends when the forklift he·s 
stopped on the dock plate between the ·trailer body and 
the loading platform. 
NP - Begins when loader grasps the empty handtruck · 
and ends when the handtruck passes over the dock plate • 
14. Return device to r·ear of shipping area: 
.. 
P - Begins when loader gets off the forklift and 
includes grasping the empty handtruck \~hic~h carries the 
palletized load. Ends when the handtruck is hooked to 
the towline • 
NP - Begins when empty handtruck passes over the 
dock plate and ends when the handtruck is hooked onto 
the towline • 
t' 
.-1.,_,..__ .... ---~ • u.,__ • .....-,..._...1. .... -
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871tem Segment: Lending of trailer body with pallet, using 
electric lowmast forklift. Method: Load is lifted from handtruck, carri~d into trailer and positioned on pallet by a forklifto 
A11umption1: 1. 30 cases per pall et load. ·- _ ·-·-··------------------~---------~--------- ··-··-·-----··--- · 2.· 900 cases per trailer load. 
- .-, - -~-------- ·- ---
---
Element Sym els hb hpd mpd red ad ·pad Sec. per 
act ec la tu u mu ctr 1000 cases 
1. Receive loading OE B. ~~ 1000 ass ignn1ent ~ 
'M 2. Position dock OE B 133 board 
r 
Jo Remove pallets, OE B ~ 333 cardboard from V trailer { 4. Search for 1 D B inspected load 
5. Move to inspec- ME A M 699 ted load 
60 Position load or.1 A II ~ 366 for mo~Jement ., "' 
/ into tr:)ailer / 
/ 
j / 7. Flatten top of OM A M~ 
.,., 
250 ' load ~ .. ' ~ ......... 8. Move load into MM A 'u 1430 trailer I 
Second man I 9. 
assists I I I 10. Record no. of OE B }1" I 100 cases moved 
"" 
I 
l'M 1J 0.1. Position merch. OM A 499 in trailer 
1·No end point of this element is readily observable so labor . time is necessarily combined with element No. 5. 
______ , ___ _ 
-- -·-···-•' ---
... 
~· 
'I 
i - -
I • 
l l . 
• 
I 
I )) 
l 
l 
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IJ1t1111 81gm111tt_ Loading of' traiier body with pallet - continued 
- llethodl 
•' 
- - -~---------~----·-·----·------·-·---·--·-- ·------~-------.. ----------·----------·-----·---------------------------
Element 
-~-~ 
12. Noti.fy super-
. . 
visor about 
Sym els hb hpd mpd rod ad 1pad Sec o per 
act sc la tu u mu ctr 1000 c•••• 
OE B ~ , ............ 200 . . -
cigarettes, etc .. 
"' 
0.3. Exit trailer 
11,. Return device 
• 
to rear of 
shipping area 
s1u111•r1 
lo. or elements 
tor each symbol 
MM 1 
ME 3 
OM 3 
OE 5 
D 1 
Labor 
" ME 
' A 
ME A I 
Total 
15% peraonal and tatigue allowance 
Standard time (sec. per 1000 cases·) 
Ste11dar.}d lebor cost per 1000 cases (@ $2050 per hour) 
Storage coat per 1000 cases 
Equipaent coat per 1000 caaee1 
cla11 
001t• bJ 
ot activit7 To"tal coat-labor,ato1"Joge,equipment 
Sta11do1?d pj}· 1oduct:lvity 
(caaea ner ~onhour) 
Ac·tuol~ prJoductivi~t:r Warehouse A 
233 
800 
6043 
906 
6949 
$4.82 
.28 
,7! 
t.5.87 
519 
425 
1 (Straddle forklift truck (2000 lb. capacity) and handtruck) 
I 
· . I. I 
:_. :1 
I I 
! 
I 
J 
---------+-
i 
.-~ 
-
,;J' 
--------·------
-~ 
.If,, 
f-·-'-->•--- . 
I • - • • --
• - -""'
------ " .. 
--, - -,-- ~--
---· _ ..
.... ~---
-------
- - - -·-
---
··- - -
u -- --
i 
i __ ... -
. -- - ·- .. -----·-·-------......___, __ , __ --··~- --·---- -· -- ··- .... ··-
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-·---···---~-
"' 
· IJ71tem Segmentr Loading of trailer body with pellet, using 
electric lovooast for;ll{lifto 
Method: Load is lifted from handtruck 9 carried into trailer and 
positioned on pallet by a forklifto 
r---c------------Assumpt.ions.t. ___ l. JO cases p_er pallet loado 
,. ' 
-, ... 
1/ 
2. 900 cases per trailer load, --
l 2 Sise 3 4 Fre- 5 6 
of Avgo quency Std o time 
load Die'G o uer 1000 ( sac o or 
(cases} (ft.) 
.,;,, 
sec ./rt.) No, Sym, cases 
1. OE 1000/900 900
1 
= 1.11 
2. OE 1.11 120 
Jo OE 1.11 300 
4. D 
5. ME 30 33.3 
6. OM 30 33.3 
7. OM 30 
. 3 3).Jxo30 
10 -
-
8. MM 30 45 33.3 
9. MM Eliminate 
I 
10. OE 33,3 
Additional Calculationst 
1 Includes obtaining forklift. 
··· 2 Inc·ludes searching time._ 
3 Observed to occur for 30% of loads. 
Observed7 
or 
estimated 
thne C aec.) 
212 
11 
25 
' 
.. 
43 
3 
i 
a· 
Seo. 
per 1000 
cases 
• 1ooq 
') ' 
133 
333 
699 
366 
250 
1430 
! 
100 
··--·-··· . \_' .. 
"~--
..... 
- .. -
_JJi 
' . 
I 
; 
. . ' -~ ... ·· 
----------
--- -- ---
~ 
--~----~ ------
------· ---------
--~-----
-- - ~ ? - --~----------·----- -__, 
-
~-_,_, ___ ------... ..,---,...--~---~---· ------ - ----·-· ·-~ -
'· . 
- -
-- - -
--·-· ---
... ~- ••• 4 •• ~--·· -·--· ·- ·-- - -··- --
--· i 3 i - .... ------·-····--- --- · ,· 
--- !.' '. • ILEMENT.TIMB CALCULATIONS~ 
· " .... · ·1r1t1m Sep1n,t Loading of trailer body with pallet --
continued 
. M1tbodt 
. ,,, 
1 2 81•• 3 4 Pre- ; 6 Ob1e:rve4? 
.. . ot Avgo quency Std, time or Seo. 
load per 1000 ( eeo o or estimated per 1000 
t:hue ( aeo,) oases 01181 
'· ... 
8 
• 
i ... , .• ,t, 
f}~!) lo, Symn ( ca 1a,_J. sec ,/ft,) 
/ ! 
I 
f 
I 
. , 
llo OM 
120 OE 
13. ME 
14 • ME 
' 
Additional 
1s4 I 30 33.3 499 I 
-· 
1.11 180 200 
.. ' 
I 
33.3 7 233 
~'::) 
33.3 24 800 
. _.__ 
' 
Calculat1on1& Storage cost 69-42 c· 
per 1000 cases ~ 3600 X :tP._1458 = $.2814 
Equipment cost ~ ~ X I~, 0082 + $ 3915:l = $ 771 t' 
per 1000 cases 3600 ~· • :J • ;J , 
4 22 seconds for upper pallet loads; 8 seconds for lower loads. 
t-' I 
'' 
,,. . 
_,,.,., .................. ___ f_~ ........... - • .__..--........... _ __,._._...,.,.._ _____
 _ 
I 
-···-,----·-<·--·-.. ---------·-- --- - --- - --- -- - --.~---~--- -----~-~--,-·--~~-•~"'-.C·--• .. --
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MATERIALS HANDLING PROFILE 13~ _- -
S71tem Segment: Loadi11g o:f traile1:~ body 1r1ithout .. pallet, 
. usir1g hand truck o 
_ 
_ 
/~ 
Method: Loader pushes handtruck into trailer. and manually 
stacks caseso . -·· ,._, _________________ ~--•--·---·-
,. .' . --·--- -----~----··- Ai I ump ti on1: lo 32 cases pe~ handtruck load. 
·----- · 2~ 1200 cases per trailer lot:ia·;··-···-·· 
Element SJ'l11 els hb hp.d ~d red ad ·pad Sec. per act SC la iu u mu ctr 1000 cases 
-
lo Receive loading OE B M, \ 500 
"' 
-
assigrunent 
'1~1 2o Position dock OE B 100 board 
3. Remove pallets, OE B /}[ 250 
cardboard from / trailer 
r( 4. Search for D B 
inspected lQBd 
5. Move to inspec- ME A \ 656 ted load 
6. Position load OM A [ V 343 for rnovement 
into trailer I 
I 
7. Flatten top of I 
load I 
8. I Move load into MM A 1 /u 686 trailer 
J 
9o Sec0I1d men D B I 94 I / assists I . I 10. Record no, of OE B M I 156 
cases moved / 
I j I 
11. Position merch. OM A !: u 6200 in trailer ' 
.. 
·-
·--~':-
-
------, .. !,..'l'• ...... , .. ~.-,~---·.-.,J·-·-·"-,• ·: 
---------·----
! • 
• 
I 
• i 
1 
' -
i 
i 
' 
., 
•• • 
( " 
' 
I' -[ 
,. 
I 
! 
---------·-----··· 
- ··-·---------- . ·----- _. -· -- - ..... - ... 
-- .. ,.---,,--- - -- -, . 
MATERIALS HANDLING PROPILB · 133 1 . 
-· •·----------~-- .. -- -------- ···- - I -- -----•-~--------· 
lr1t1111. 81pen,1 Loading of trailer body withoU.t pa11et -
continued 
lletbodl 
- ,. 
-, . 
llement SJm els hb hpd ,m,d rod ad i pad Sec. per 
aot sc la iu u mu· ctr 1000 c11e• 
12. Notify super- OE M 
\ 
B 
· visor about 
cigarettes~etco 
13. Exit trailer ME A I 
l.4. Return deviee ME A M 
to rear of 
shipping area 
... 
s111111rr 
lo. of element, 
tor ooeh symbol 
MM l QD 
ME 3 I 
oM 2 cs· 
OE 5 TS 
D 2 
'l'otal 
1$~ pe~1onal and tatigue allowance 
Standard tLm.e ( s0c o per 1000 cases) 
Standard lsbox'J cosrt per 1000 cases (@ $2050 pGr hour) 
Storage coat per 1000 eases 
Equipment coat per 1000 ca••• 
Labor 001t1 bT 
cla1s ot act1T1t7 Total co1t-labor,etorage,equ!pment 
A ~P6oo8 
B la91 
C 3.91 
Stenda~d productivity (caaoe p0r monhour) 
Actual productivity Warehouse A 
. . ' 
• 
150 
218 
656 
~0009 
) 
· 1,01 
11510 
$7.99 
.47 
.03 
''$8.49 
312 
210 
. 
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. ----~-...-.~---- --- . ILEMENT TIMB OALOULATIOIS 
B11tem Sepentt Loading of ~ailer body without pellet, 
.· using handtruck. 
. Methodt Loader pushes handtrucl{ into trailer and manually 
stacks caseso 
L 
--- ,- - ---, --- - . .. . 
I 
Assumptions: 1. 32 cases per handtruck load. ______ ----·-··---------
--- · 2. "1200 cases .per trailer load. 
l 2 S1se3 4 Fre- $ 6 Observed? 8 
of Avgo quency . Stde time or Seo. load D1eta per 10~ {!!:Yr~~) estimeted per 1000 lo. Sym, (cases) (ft O) cases time ( sec.) cases 
.,;·. 
- , . 1. OE 1000/1200 600 "' $00 
-
.833 -
2. OE 
.833 120 100 
' Jo OE 
.833 3·00 2$0 
4. D I.-
5. ME 32 31.2 21 656 
I 
6. OM 32 31.2 11 343 
7. OM Eliminate ' 
8. :r.1M 32 45 31.2 22 686 
9. D Bl~2xolO 1 30 94 
l 
OE ' 5 10. 31.2 156 
Additional Calculationa, 
1 Second man used to push 10~ of handtruck loads into trailer. 
• 
.' ..... , 
·~ 
~ . ··-
' ' . 
- . --------·.......-,--~----·- -- -----·- .. -~---~~-- -- - ... - - ----- -.----
I, .• 
-- --- ., __ --"'··--------- -- -- -----·----~-·------------------------------·-- --- .. ----· ·-------· - -•·· -----·-
--,_ 
- . .,. . 
. . . ' .. 
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:· ILEMENT TIMI CALCULATIONS 
-- . ·---·----,..-- --· 
811tem Segmentt Loading of trailer. body without pallet -
continued 
. - -- -·------ ---- ·--~- --· .-- ,--- .... ,-. ---- -·- --- .. ~- ~~- -- ~ -- -- -~------------------ -
Methodt 
? • 
• 
. . 
1 2 S1se3 4 
ot Avgc 
load Dist. 
lo, Sym. (ca1e1~ (ft.) 
.. . 
11. OM : 1 
12. OE 
13. M 
14. ME 
l 
-/ 
~ 
• 
r· 
Pre- ; 6 
queney Stdo time 
per 1000 ( sec o or 
oases sec ,/tt.) 
1000 
.833 180 
31.2 
.... 
31.2 
'1 
Observed? 
or 
estimated 
time (aeo.) 
\ 
6.2 
7 
21 
Sec. 
\• 
' 
8 
per 1000, 
08191 
I 
6200 
150 
' 218 
6S6 
Additional CalculationatStorage cost: lltlO x $.l458 = $.4662 per 1000 cases 3 00 
. Equipment cost~ 11g10 X $ oo82 = $ 0262 per 1000 cases 3 00 • • 
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TABULATED RESULTS OF WAREHOUSE A 
MERCHANDISE MATERIALS HANDLING COSTS . _ ··--·----· _____ .----. ___________ -·. 
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Shown below are the numerical results of the specific 
goals established in the purpose section of this paper to be 
obtained in the process of testing the Materials Handling 
Profile in analyzing the Warehouse A distribution s~tem, 
These costs are sunnnarized fr·om the Materials Handling Profiles 
previously presented in the Appendix. 
The following Profile cost tabulations represent those 
ot system segments actually in use in Warehouse A. After each 
Profile description are summaries of labor costs by Class of 
Activity followed by standard labor, storage and equipment 
costs for every 1000 cases moved through the system segment.· 
The differences in costs between the palletized and non-
palletized methods for handling merchandise are summarized 
at the end of this tabulation. . .... 
Standard labor, 
Labor costs (dollars) 
Class of Activity 
A B C Total 
by storage 9 and 
equipment costs (dollars) 
Labor Storage Equip.Total 
Profile 
Description 
Receiving merchandise at Warehouse! 
Manual unload-
ing of boxcar 6.40 2.28 2.84 11.52 
Stocking the order selection area 
Positioning of 
merchandise by 
forklift truck 4.06 2.33 .22 6.61 
• 
8.62 .25 .61 9.54 
6.39 .37 1.18 7.94 
. , • ... ........ _ ____.. ........ _.,.,...._ . .__.'.., ... _.-c ·--·--•. ------· --·-··•.;..:·, .. ---,,,r __ .,..,...__ ... ~-,:-. _ ..... _,... .. ________ --""""'' ... __ ,__ ,_, __ , __ 4"JI,_,_ ... _,_..,.. ......... ---·~·----...... - .. ......,.. ... _ .. ~···-.. -• .. ,, ~--..Ar,_·...__.__ -----·• ... ,.--..1~.-... ......,. ..... ,_,,\ , __ ..,....__,_ rr'• 
. _,_1_~-- - - -- ----- ,.-----_--,.-----.-,-~ .. - -
...... 
r- ·. 
.. 
,, 
Profile-
Description 
---
Labor· costs (dollars) 
by 
Class 1 of Activity 
A B C Total 
Selecting the su2e~,!l~ktl g!:oce~:y: order 
Standard labor, 
storage, end 
eluipment costs (dollars) 
abo~,Storage Equip.Total 
Palletized llo94 6006 2066 20066 - .... 18.00 1.06 
Non-palletized lOo.61 5o50 3o12 19023 16.11 .94 
.06 19.12 
.05 17.10 
Selecting order to ,t,ruck loading area via towline 
(Costs asswtied to be equal for palletized end···non-
palletized systems) 
Towline pulls 
merchandise .51 .93 .oa 1.52 1~44 .7,0 .78 
on hand truck 
Inspection of selected merchandise 
Palletized 
- 3.58 • 73 4.31 3.58 .21 .02 
Non-palletized 
-
2.76 1.14 3.90 2.76 .16 oOl 
Loading truck trailer body for shipment !.Q supermarket· 
Palletized 
Non-palletized 
2.97 1.85 1.06 5.88 
6.08 1.913.9111.90 
.28· • 77 
.47 .03 
2.92 
3.81 
2.93 
5.87 
a.49 
Cost differences between Palletized and Non-palletized Handling 
Systems (If palletized cost is less 9 this is indicated by(-) ) 
-1.78 1.32-3.72 -4.18 -.46 -.02 .76 .28 
Costs of three system segments existing in Warehouse A 
are each swmnarized and compared below with an alternate 
method in which predetermined times ere used to develop costs. 
The first tabulation compares methods of performing the 
system segment of receiving merchandi~e using different degrees 
of unitization. The second compares two general methods of 
order selection using different degrees of mechanization. 
The last compares two methods of merchandise inspection which 
have significant "B" Class of Activity cost differences. In 
all cases "C" Class of Activity labor costs are not shown 
' ··---~- . ..,, .. ---~-··--....------,----------.1-............ ·-·· -.. 
.•. _'.-, ..... = . 
.. -
-~-· -~---- . - . -·· 
.. 
\ ..... 
,i~:-
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;~(I 'n 
~!~: ' 
. ." ., 
--- ..... ,l .-
-·· , .. 
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iince tb~se are not included in standard coat• ahd can b' 
calctilated for existing systems only • 
Standard Costs pe~ 1000 cases (dollars) 
Profile 
Description 
Standard Labor Standard Standard Labor, 
Cost by · Storage & Storage & 
Class o~ Activity Equip. Co.sts Equip. Costs 
A ~ ,w 'l1otal Storage Equip, Total . 
.. ..ci J.) • 
Receivi11g. merchandise at 1rlarehouse ! 
Manual unloading 
of boxcar (existing) 6.40 2.28 8.68 .61 9.54 
Unitized unloading 
(predetermined) .45 .97_ 1.42 .08 .19 
Savings 
Order Selection and Movement of Merchandise to Loading Area 
Order Selection -
one handtruck 
with pallet 
To loading area 
via tot1line 
Total (e~x:isting) 
Remote controlled 
tractor train 
with pallet 
(predetermined) 
11.94 6.06 18.00 1.06 
.51 .93 1.44 
.06 19.12 
2.92 
22.04 
6.87 4.39 11.26 .66 1.36 ___ -13 .2a' 
,,,--........._/ 
r ............. 
, Savings ( a.16 
Inspection of Selected Merchandise 
100% case count 
with pallet 
(existing) 
30% commodity 
inspection with 
pallet 
{predetermined) 
Savings 
• t ~ .. 
-
.. 
.21 .02 
.15 .01 
t 
3.81 
2.68 
1.13 
..... ,--.-~-~ ............... ,. ..... -~ .............. - ... ~·•1111,.-, ... ,,, .. ,-....... " __ .._,ivo--_.-t"--- --, ...·-----;----~-·------, -:-------- --- -'~- _'. __ __,____ ----- ---
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In the process of te·sting · the Materials Handling Profile 
J 
in the analysis of Warehouse A~ several factors concerning 
the distribution system were discovered and are described 
.... 
below: 
1. Comparison of palletized and non-palletized distri-
bution systems in Warehouse A - One reason for the slightly 
larger cost .of the palletized system to the non-palletized 
'• 
system appeared to stem from the increased time required to 
position a case properly on a pallet when merchandise was 
being selected for shipment to the supermarket.· In the order 
selection system segment~ as in all others involving palleti-
zation, "C" costs were less in the palletized than in the non-
palletized segments. The reason for this was not determined, 
but it could have been ,.~;aused by the reluctance of the labor 
force to accept the newly installed palletized system or by 
delays 1n the floitJ of n1erJchandise batv-1een system segments. 
In the system segment irrvoiv ing inspection of selected 
merchandise, there were no "Av' labor costs since the flow of 
mercharidise through the l'1ar·ehcJtlaa was being detained. Class 
"B" labor costs were greater~ for the palletized segment pri-· 
marily because labels of all ,iases i-.1ere not visible due to 
the construction of the case cube on the pallet. When the 
number of cases indicated on the invoice did not match the 
number on the pallet, outside cases were temporarily moved 
,, 
,,1' 
,. ,.. ,,.- .. ,, .-,, ... ..,.,,,,11,.w.••1".i ........ ,...., .. _.,._..,.., ........... ,.,. ..i '""'.:''"'"'''"'"".,. ••~-..,,,· ____ ..,, ,-.v,,,..,-r,,..-,,.,. -,,,.,,-~,,
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• 
to expose the labels of formerly hidden cases _ao that missing 
cases could be discovered and obtained. 
When loading the truck trailer for shipment-to the super• 
market, Warehouse A labor costs 'Were more then twice es greet 
for the non~palletized system as they were for the palletized. 
However, t·1hen ncn labor costs were·./subtracted, the standard 
labor cost difference between both systems was reduc~tl. 
When equipment and storage costs for this segment were also. 
considered~ the resulting standard materials handling cost 
difference between both svstems was further reduced due to ti 
the significant cost of forklift trucks. The tabulated cost 
results did show~ however, that savings incurred through 
unitized loading of the trailers was able to largely offset 
the additional costs encountered in other segments of the 
palletized system due to extra case manipulations. 
In summary, it e:ould be seen the t the actual labor cost 
of the non-palletized system in Warehouse A exceeded that of 
the palletized 3ystem by $018 for every 1000 cases moved 
through each system. This differen·ce was reduced to only 
$ .,46 when only standard labor costs were considered ( "C'' labor 
costs eliminated) because "C" costs were greater for the non-
palletized system than for the palletized. However, when 
standard storage and equipment costs were added, the cost ot 
palletization overtook non-palletization by $.28 per 1000 
ft 
·cases. 
2. Use of work sampling to determine costs of stocking 
I 
the selection area - Work sampling was used in constructing 
' ----·~· .. _ _, .. ··-·-~ ... ;;t:,:'c,%.-.....• "1- ... -- ... ~_ ~ ... -.~------ ............. ~· ... 
. ,.,., 
-·. 
. . ... 
, 
I -
the Materials Handling Profile :for the segment of stocking 
the selection area o While labor cost a were again the pre~_ 
dominant handling costj the equipment ·cost was high com-
pared to other segments of the system·.· "C" costs i"1ere low 
and it appeared that the major source of cost reduction 
within this segment was in the reduction of "B" costs. 
3. Analysis of different handling system segments 
involving the use of r.t:evJ equipment or methods - The Profile 
used to analyze the boxcar unloading showed that unitized 
unloading permitted a very large reduction in handling costs 
primer ily because of the reduced labor costs. 
The predetermined costs developed from data on the 
remote controlled tra0tor train permitted large savings if 
warehouse layout and method were altered to acconnnodate use 
of such equipment for order selection. Savings over the 
existing segment in vlarehouse A appeared to stem from the 
advantages of increased unitizetion and from the direct 
movement of the selected merchandise from the order selection 
area to its proper ·loading dock without the use of towline 
or pullers. 
4. Comparison o~ two methods of selected merchandise 
inspection 13a The oosts of a 30% commodity inspection were 
compared with the existing method of inspection used in 
Warehouse A (100% case count) a In the former method, "B" 
costs were reduced since only a fraction of outgoing merchan-
dise was inspected to ascertain the correctness of items 
selected rather then the correct amount selected. The Profile 
.-
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only showed .. that this method was cheaper insofar as inspec-
tion costs were concerne~; it did not delve into the problems 
concerned with the determination of an optimum level of 
inspection required to minimize overall company costs • 
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in Industrial Engineerin in June, 1960. Spent the 
following year working t ward a Master of Science degree 
in Industriel Engineerin. 
4. College Activitiesi 
a. Member Alpha Pi Mu, honorary Industrial Engineering 
Fra te1-.ini ty 
b. President of Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity 
c. Member of Sophomore: Junior, and Senior Class Cabinets 
d. Member of Chi Phi So,:,ial Fraternity 
5. Military Experience: 
a. Naval Officer Candidate School - was commissioned 
Ensign, u.s.N.R. at Newport, Rhode Island in November, 
1961. 
b. Far East tour~ spent a three year tour with the 
U.S., Seventh Fleet abc,ard the u.s.,s .. Windham County 
(LST 1170)~ retiring from active duty in November, 1964. 
Industrial Engineering Division or Eastman Kodak Company,· 
Rochester 1 New York. 
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